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PREFACE

This issue of the Reports and Papers on Mass Com-
munication is devoted to the place of broadcasting
in society, with special reference to the contribu-
tion of broadcasting to social and economic develop-
ment in Asia. The paper deals with the work of the
Meeting on Radio and Television in the Service of
Education and Development, convened by Unesco at
Bangkok, Thailand, 16-23 May 1966. It reproduces
the Conclusions and Recommendations of that Meet-
ing, as well as the two working paper prepared for
it which cover the subject in greater depth. The
text of the two working papers was amended and
approved by the Meeting itself.

The subject covered is of conc
tries which seek to integrate the r

ern to all coun-
esources of radio

and television into the planning and operation of
development and education programmes, and is
therefore expected to be of interest beyond the re-
gion which examined these issues with particular
reference to its own problems.

The Bangkok Meeting was organized under the
responsibility of the Department of Mass Commu-
nication, but conducted in close co-operation with
the Department of Education. Care was taken to
invite to the meeting not only personalities respon-
sible for broadcasting but also outstanding educators
from Asia. The recommendations are thus the out-
come of a frank and fruitful dialogue and reflect
the views of both partners in the process of apply-
ing radio and television broadcasting to education.
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THE CONTRIBUTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION
TO EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN ASIA*

FOREWORD

The purpose of the meeting convened at Bangkok was
to provide for those who are responsible for broadcast-
ing, education and development in Asia, an opportunity
to take a "new look" at the contribution which radio
and television can make to the important tasks fac -
ing them in their countries . The present document
presents and analyses conditions and experiences
throughout the world with respect to the application of
broadcasting to education and national development,
and raises issues for examination by the meeting.

The aim has been to indicate certain trends
and to open up a number of avenues for thought and

action. The document does not pretend to be a
handbook and does not propose any final solu-
tions or propound any one doctrine. Neither
does it cover the technical aspects of broadcast-
ing, which are primarily the responsibility of
the International. Telecommunication Union, nor
attempt a factual survey of the present applica-
tion of broadcasting to education and development
in Asian countries, which is the subject of the
second working document prepared on the basis
of a survey undertaken in Member States

*This is the principal working paper distributed in
advance of the meeting.
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I. THE SITUATION IN ASIA

BROADCASTING

In the countries of Asia, radio and television broad-
casting has reached many different levels of develop-
ment and shows numerous variations in organizational
structure and programme content. In some countriet: ,
radio broadcasting is still in its beginning and hard-
ly reaches the outlying rural areas. In others, not
only radio but also television are firmly established.
Twelve Asian Member States, however, are well
below the accepted minimum of 5 radio receivers
for every hundred people, and of the twelve Mem-
ber States that have introduced television, only one
country is well above the "Unesco minimum" of 2
sets for every hundred people. Japanhas reached
the impressive figures of 20 radio sets and 18 tele-
vision sets for every hundred people.

As to the structure of broadcasting, we find all
types of organization and financing represented in
Asia. Many countries operate radio stations as
part of government departments . Yet in Japan and
the Philippines, numerous radio stations are con-
trolled by private enterprise and non-governmental
organizations . In television, the higher cost and
impact of the medium has led to an even greater
range of variations, from governmental services
as in Malaysia and India, to a public corporation
operating television in competition with commer-
cial enterprise, as in Japan. In Thailand, televi-
sion stations are operated by government depart-
ments along strictly commercial lines, while in
countries like Iran and the Philippines, television
is primarily a field for private enterprise.

With regard to programming, the primary pur-
pose of broadcasting stations everywhere appears
to be to attract the largest possible audience through
the dissemination of information and entertainment.
Such programming unquestionably contributes to
broadening the horizon of the audience, acquaint-
ing it with national and international events and fa-
miliarizing it with cultural life and technological
progress. But the deliberate, systematic use of
radio and television broadcasting for educational
purposes is relatively scarce. In Japan, separate

broadcast channels are devoted to education and
many additional educational programmes are dis-
seminated over networks serving the public at
large. Many radio stations on the continent of
Asia disseminate regular programmes of agricul-
tural information to rural audiences. The experi-
mental television station in Indiais devoted entirely
to educational purposes and television in Malaysia
carries some 5 hours of broadly educational pro-
grammes a week, devoted particularly to secondary
school education and to the social education of adults.

Reports gathered for and at the meeting will no
doubt bring forth further information on specific
educational uses which are made of the broadcast
medium. Yet it would appear that in none of the
Asian countries are the majority of programme
hours aimed at promoting social and economic de-
velopment and the expansion and improvement of the
educational system.

These manifold forms and uses of radio and
television broadcasting in Asia must be seen against
the pressing economic and educational needs which
these countries are facing.

THE NEEDS OF EDUCATION

Generalizations covering the educational and econo-
mic situation of a region as vast and diversified as
Asia are exceedingly difficult, and the present sec-
tion attempts no more than a summary statement of
certain salient features.

Density of population varies over a wide range
in Asia, but the average is higher than in any other
continent. Although demographic data show serious
gaps for many countries of the region, it is likely
that some of the highest birth-rates in the world are
to be found in Asia, and the general picture is one
of accelerating population growth resulting from
large reductions in mortality while birth-rates re-
main high. This is directly reflected in the age
structure of the population, some 40% of which is
under 15 years of age, as compared with correspond-
ing figures of approximately 32% and 26% in North
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America and Europe respectively. Two of the con-
sequences of this situation are of direct interest to
the present meeting: the size of the economically
active population is small in relation to the total
population, thus making economic development
more complex and difficult, and at the same time
the education systems of the region carry a heavy
load, given the fact that the school-age population
(6-21 years) is some 35% of the total.

The developing countries of Asia have all adop-
ted a policy of rapid economic growth, inparticular
through industrial development, and while there
are wide national differences, the economies of the
region have since the fifties shown an average ann-
ual growth rate of some 4%, or nearly four times
as fast as in the first half of the century. The mag-
nitude of this change is the more impressive when
seen against the weight of the agricultural sector,
which is so great in most of these economies that
its slow growth tends to depress overall national
growth rates, and also against the falling world
prices for primary products, which in turnsevere-
ly limit the possibility of importing capital and
other goods required for development.

The social situation shows the same significant
but uneven progress, with considerable differences
not only between countries but also within individual
countries, where there are indications that certain
important and long-standing socio-economic inequali-
ties may have widened in spite of the progress noted
above. It is beyond the scope of this paper to em-
bark on a detailed analysis of these or of the wider
question of social constraints on development to
which they point. In general terms, however, it
may be urged that one of the major tasks facing
countries in the region is that of revitalizing and
restructuring the human and social framework with-
in which the development effort takes place.

This brings us immediately to the r8le and
present situation of Asian education, as a major
factor in social and economic change in the area.
Primary, secondary and tertiary enrolments are
now roughly at the level of those in Western Europe
at the beginning of this century. To take another com-
parison, in 1962 the estimated number of students
enrolled in Asia as a proportion of total population
was 12%, whereas in 1955 (the nearest year for which
such data are available), the equivalent figures for
North America, Europe and the USSR, were already
23%, 15% and 16% respectively. Over the last ten
years enrolments have grown at all levels in the
region, with a number of spectacular increases at
primary level and a perceptible beginning of a
shift of effort towards secondary and higher educa-
tion, although it is at these latter levels that the
difference between the developing countries of Asia
and the developing countries of other regions re-
mains the most significant (secondary enrolments
as percentages of total population in the developed
countries elsewhere are 3 to 4 times higher than in
the region, tertiary enrolments 5 to 9 times higher).
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Within these global figures, a number of prob-
lems may be noted. Throughout the region, the
distribution of educational facilities and opportuni-
ties is markedly irregular, not only between but
also within countries. The urban-rural imbalance
in education works heavily in favour of the cities
and towns, and a negative attitude towards the edu-
cation of girls and women is still prevalent in some
countries. The presence of poverty and attendant
poor health and nutrition, inability to buy school
clothing and supplies, child labour and family dis-
organization accelerated by internal urban emigra-
tion all combine to exclude large groups of the eligible
population from school attendance.

The preceding paragraphs on education deal
with enrolment and the distribution of educational
facilities. Important though these considerations
are, they should not obscure one of the central
problems for Asian education, that of wastage. It
has been estimated that for the region as a whole,
of 100 children who enter grade I only 40 reach
grade V, and at secondary level, only 50% to 55%
of those studying in the terminal grade graduate
successfully. Solution of the problem depends on
a number of factors, including training of teachers
(and teacher-educators), curriculum development,
texts and materials (including audio-visual aids),
promotion and examination policy, educational re-
search, buildings and equipment. To take the prob-
lem of teacher training alone, the school-level
teaching force is estimated to have increased over
the last decade at a rate significantly lower than
the rate of increase of enrolments . Further, fig-
ures available for 9 countries of the region (coun-
tries which however account for some 75% of school
enrolments therein) show that around 1961-1962 an
average of some 30% of the primary teachers and
23% of the secondary teachers had received no pro-
fessional training. An even higher percentage had
received only partial training. In both cases the
porportion was highest in rural areas.

The foregoing deals with formal education as
at present established in the region. To this should
be added all those educational activities which may
be loosely characterized as education out of school,
including adult and youth education, and education
for literacy, and which are themselves other as-
pects of that integrated educational process which
has been summarized in the phrase "continuing edu-
cation". Here significant statistical data are
largely lacking, although the magnitude of the prob-
lem is apparent (estimated unenrolled children,
youth out of school and adult population, age-group
6-50 in 1962: 513 million), as well as its signifi-
cance for the overall social and economic develop-
ment of the region. Among the immediate tasks in
this respect are those which stem from the high
numbers of illiterates at present, the additional
illiterates who are to be expected from among those
young people who may not have access to formal edu-
cation over the next two decades or more (or who



leave school prematurely), and the young people
who leave school inadequately prepared for life
and work (or those, together with adults, who need
retraining or upgrading). To these more imme-
diately vocational concerns should be added the
task of cultural preservation and social adaptation
through continuing education, including inter alia
the creation of a climate favourable to social
change and capable of softening its harsher inci-
dences. Over the whole range, because of the
magnitude of the problem, a selective strategy is
required initially, aimed at identifying those sec-
tors of the population where personal and socio-
economic motivation is strongest.

At the recent Conference of Ministers of
Education and Ministers responsible for Economic
Planning of Member States in Asia (Bangkok,
22-29 November 1965), the Ministers examined
the quantitative educational targets established at
the preceding meetings in Karachi and Tokyo,

within the framework of overall social and eco-
nomic development plans and possibilities. In
addition, they singled out for close attention and
for future action certain matters more closely
affecting the quality and content of education, in-
cluding the training of teaching and supervisory
staff; research; adult, youth, family and literacy
education; the education of girls and women;
vocational and technical (including agricultural)
education; and curriculum development, including
science education. Considerable emphasis was
also laid on research into and development of
audio-visual techniques which because of their
pedagogical efficacy and their possibilities of
large-scale coverage were considered essential
to a prompt, economical and effective solution of
the quantitative and qualitative problems outlined
in the course of this section. These considera-
tions are of particular interest, and pose a most
appropriate challenge, to the present meeting.

11



II. THE APPLICATION OF BROADCASTING
TO EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT

There seems little qu ltion that radio and television
broadcasting are capable of making a significant
contribution to solving some of Asia's pressing
problems . But such a contribution presupposes
new approaches to the basic purposes of broadcast-
ing, the development of thebroadcast media them-
selves and consistent, expanded application of the
media to educational objectives.

BROADCASTING, A PUBLIC RESPONSIBILITY

Broadcasting may be used for many sectional pur-
pos .;3 . It maybe the exclusive tool of the government
or the party in power; it may serve primarily poli-
tical and propaganda purposes; it may be a domain
for private commercial enterprise; it may only
provide entertainment; it may be exclusively an
agency for information and education; it may be a
power for centralization, or it may in turn be en-
tirely local in scope and organization; it may pri-
marily transmit programmes produced in other
countries, or it may have a purely national or re-
gional character .

None of these partial utilizations responds to
the overall potential of broadcasting. Each utiliza-
tion may be justifiable in its own right, but over-
riding them all is the right of the public to be served .
Just as a system of roads in a given country cannot
be limited to exclusive use by government vehicles
or tourist traffic, to local communications or trans-
country traffic, broadcasting should be available to
meet the overall needs of the nation and its citizens .

Today, it is necessary to consider broadcast-
ing as part of a country's so-called "infrastructure".
While it is firmly accepted that harbours, roads,
railways, waterways, electricity, post, telephone
and telegraph services belong to this infrastructure,
for which funds must be invested which do not neces-
sarily yield immediate and clearly identifiable re-
sults, it is not generally recognized that broad-
casting, and in particular educationalbroadcasting,
belongs to the same category. Like schools, which
are the subject of public policy and whose signifi-
cance is not judged in terms of immediate profits,
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the establishment and use of broadcasting facilities
represent a long-range investment expected to con-
tribute to the promotion of the human and material
resources of a nation. Like investment in educa-
tion, these resources should be expected to yield
results in the form of an infc.med, motivated and
skilled public, and in the increasing availability of
productive manpower .

Public concern and responsibility for broad-
casting do not imply any particular form of owner-
ship, management or control. They mean no more
than that the organization and operation of broad-
casting should be so designed as to meet the best
interests of the citizens. In other words, that it
should be a force for the change and evolution of
society.

As we shall discuss more fully in subsequent
chapters, such public concern maybe applied to all
types of broadcasting organizations; government
owned, public corporations, private enterprises,
or blends of any of these . Each structure brings
with it the danger of broadcasting serving partisan
or partial interests, and failing to be available for
the manifold purposes it is able to fulfil . Each form
of ownership or control may run counter to the pub-
lic nature of broadcasting which is inherent in its
very technological and social foundations .

The number of frequencies available for the
transmission of radio and television broadcasts is
limited. Only orderly control and assignment can
avoid chaos and interference . Broadcast frequen-
cies are therefore considered a basic national pro-
perty which may be assigned to particular agencies
for temporary use subject to considerations of na-
tional policy. The nation can never divest itself of
its primary right to one of its essential and limited
resources.

Broadcasting takes place in the public market
and has a profound impact upon individuals and
society as a whole . No public activity of this kind
can escape public concern, for the essence of a
stable society is the proper adjustment of its forces
so that none will encroach excessively upon the
public and private interests of its citizens . This



notion is well recognized in many other fields .
Commerce and industry, conditions of work and
health, urbanization and the use of water, the edu-
cation of children and even the moral behaviour of
the individual are all subject to social controls in
the public interest. It is difficult to see whybroad-
casting should escape this general rule which is
applied to all societies, whatever their social struc-
ture, for the evident reason that without such con-
trols society would break down into chaos .

Broadcasting has a profound impact on the eco-
nomic life of the country . Not only is it an important
industry in its own right, but its impact on the eco-
nomy is inevitable and profound . It constitutes one
of the nerve centres of a modern industrialized and
commercialized society . It can stimulate and guide
productive activities . Its use for commercial pub-
licity has a direct impact on production and cone
sumption, on import and foreign exchange .

Broadcasting is a powerful force in the political
life of a nation. The constitution of a country, the
working of its political machinery, the rights and
duties of the citizen, are everywhere recognized
as matters of supreme national significance . The
role of broadcasting in political life and in the for-
mation of a national and international society thus
cannot escape the domain of public responsibility.

The educational significance of broadcasting
is only one of the factors calling for public policy
towards it . Education has long been recognized a
public responsibility. Failure to apply broadcast-
ing systematically to the needs of education and
development means failure to meet this responsi-
bility, recognized by governments and nations
everywhere.

BROADCASTING AS AN INSTRUMENT OF
EDUCATION

Education a life-long process from early childhood
to mature age, is of direct concern not only to those
attending institutions of formal instruction but to
the population at large. The fact that broadcasting
is a mass medium, the impact of which is not con-
fined to particular social strata or geographic areas,
makes it an especially valuable tool in the pursuit
of this life-long education, which Unesco's Advisory
Committee for the Advancement of Adult Education
has defined as follows: "the animating principle of
the whole process of education, regarded as con-
tinuing throughout an individual's life from his
earliest childhood to the end of his days, and there-
fore calling for integrated organization. The neces-
sary integration should be achieved both vertically
through the duration of life, and horizontally to
cover all the various aspects of life for individuals
and societies" .

What is needed is a completely new approach to
the problem of education . This need was stressed by
the Director-General of Unesco when he addressed
the Conference of Ministers of Education and Minis-
ters responsible for Economic Planning of Unesco's
Member States in Asia (Bangkok, November 1965):

"The ever-changing conditions of our present civi-
lization, as well as the unceasing expansion and
renewal of human knowledge, make it mandatory
for every man and woman constantly to bring upto
date whatever he or she learnt earlier in life . Edu-
cation therefore becomes less concerned with the
teaching of a static content which would equip for
life once and for all, than with teaching how to
learn - and to learn continuously. Education is
also a continuing process in this sense that, being
at every point capable of being supplemented by
further knowledge , it must be integrated, vertically
so to speak, through its various levels . The bar-
riers between formal school education and other
kinds of education break down in this new approach;
the educational process appears as a continuum,
from literacy to higher education."

In this educational process, radio and televi-
sion broadcasting have today a privileged, though
of course not isolated or self-sufficient, importance
in developing countries. Frequently they are the
principal or only channel to reach the rural areas
and illiterate parts of the population regularly.

While each medium has its own specific charac-
teristics, assets and limitations, they share cer-
tain common and peculiar features which place
them in a particularly favourable position to make
a contribution to society:
They are independent of traditional ground commu-
nications and can reach any place anywhere (parti-
cularly once space communications are being used),
unhampered by mountains, swamps and deserts .
Everyone can receive their message - literates
and illiterates alike - which makes their appeal
universal.
Their instantaneousness and flexibility of produc-
tion enable them to adapt themselves more than
any other medium to changing ideas and conditions .
They address themselves to the entire personality
of the listener or viewer, as their programming
can range widely over information, education and
entertainment.
They have both emotional and intellectual appeal
and can thus be powerful agents of motivation as
well as a information.
They can be received both by individuals and by
groups, 'thus penetrating into the intimacy of the
home or acting as agents for group formation and
community action.
Radic; is relatively cheap in production and recep-
tion, and the latter is independent of the availability
of electricity.
Television, while more expensive, makes up for it
through the more profound impact, thanks to the
completeness of its audio-visual presentation, and
its greater suitability for group reception to be
followed by group discussion and action.
Radio, and especially television, are the most
"personal" of all mass media of communication,
as they establish an almost intimate relationship
between the speaker and the distant listener or
viewer .
Their wide instantaneous rangemakes them effective
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agents of national and international co-operation
and understanding.

Inevitably, these important assets are accom-
panied by certain deficiencies. The broadcast
media lack the spontaneous interaction of teacher
and student; they lack the permanency of the print-
ed work; they tend towards centralization and do
not adapt themselves easily to local conditions and
preoccupations; they require a technical infra-
structure and suitable maintenance. These and
other limitations underline the importance of com-
bining their use with other media of communication,
and underpinning them with an organizational and
maintenance structure,

1. School education

primary and secondary school education, broad-
cast media may fulfil four distinct though closely
interrelated functions:
(a) They may enrich the classroom lessorialiven
by the teacher, provIzle illustrations, introduce
new material not available La textbooks, and link
the school closer with the outside world. This
has been the first and by now almost traditional
use of school broadcasting, based on the assump-
tion that schools are adequately staffed with qualified
teachers but that the 3e.arning process might well
benefit from programmes which infuse interest
and vitality. It is also practised in a number of
Asian countries, but there seems to be a growing
feeling that such use of broadcasting i a relatively
expensive luxury and does not contribute sufficiently
forcefully to fulfilling the pressing needs of the
educational system.
(b) Broadcasting may provide direct instruction,
particularly in subjects where the school-teacher
may be expected to have inadequate qualifications
or where educational materials are either lacking
or outdated. Significant fields in which this ap-
proach is now being applied to an ever greater
degree - for instance, in countries as far apart in
economic and educational development as India and
Japan are the teaching of the natural sciences, of
mathematics, of geography and of modern languages.
Such programmes, of course, also enhance the in-
terest and visual perception of the students, pro-
vide instruction where none might have been
available before and are also an efficient way of
training teachers in service who view the programmes,
with their class. The role of the teacher is vital
with regard to both the enrichment and the instruc-
tional programmes. It is his function to prepare
and follow up the programmes in the classroom
and to apply his pedagogical skills so that the infor-
mation provided by broadcasting is assimilated by
the individual student.
(c) The in-service training of teachers may be
served not only in this indirect way but may also
be one of the main purposes of broadcast program-
mes coupled perhaps with such techniques as
correspondence teaching and programmed instruc-
tion. Such use which is already practised in some
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Asian countries serves the long-term improvement
of education. Most countries of Asia suffer from
the inadequate qualifications of teachers in ser-
vice and require means to guide and instruct these
teachers, however remote their schools may be
from urban centres.

In addition, it is evident that many teachers,
particularly in primary schools and rural areas,
suffer from their isolation and are longing for op-
portunities not only to advance their knowledge
and skills but to maintain continuous communica-
tion with educators elsewhere. The use of radio
and television to provide such in-service training
and to be a forum for the discussion of issues
close to the work and life of the teacher is hardly
practised in Asia, or even in most other parts of
the world. Nevertheless, it may prove in the
long run to be perhaps the most effective educa-
tional use of broadcasting, for while a programme
broadcast to schoolchildren will have to be repeated
year after year for the same grade, programmes
for teachers have a multiplying, long-range and
lasting effect. Broadcasting organizations may
be reluctant to schedule programmes for what
would appear to be a relatively small number of
listeners or viewers, but the mass impact of such
programmes is likely to be much greater than
broadcasts aimed at a far larger audience. Further-
more, such programmes for teachers may also be
employed to guide them in the better use of other
educational programmes.
(d) The use of broadcasting, and in particular of
television with its more complete impact, to create
schools literally "out of the air" should be con-
sidered as a fourth alternative. Points 1 to 3
imply that schools with teachers exist in the com-
munity and that broadcasting simply serves to
itaprove instruction. In fact, however, many
children have no opportunity at all to receive edu-
cation because there are simply no schools.

The NHK Correspondence High School in Japan
and Telescuola in Italy are significant new experi-
ments in such conditions. It may well be envisaged
that classes in Asian countries will gather around
the television screen and that the bulk of instruction
will be provided over the air. To assure peda-
gogical preparation, follow-up and supervision,
literate monitors who do not have proper teaching
qualifications may be sufficient. Such a system
would have to be coupled with some elements of
correspondence teaching and correction of written
work at pedagogical centres.

It may be argued that a system such as this
could not match the educational effectiveness of a
fully-fledged school system, but on the other hand
the education provided in this manner might go a
long way towards closing the serious gap which
exists today and which needs to be bridged as rapidly
as possible.

Experience appears to indicate that the eco-
nomical and effective use of radio, television and
other audio-visual media in schools can only be
accomplished if they are given real importance in



the educational process and if the organization of
education and the facilities available permit their
use. In this connexion, countries are giving in-
creasing attention to two issues:
(a) The construction of school buildings which are
planned in advance for the use of the media and
provide the kind of seating arrangement, electri-
city outlets, darkening devices, etc., which make
it less costly to use the new media. Here is a
field for wide investigation in both the developed
and the developing countries.
(b) The revision of the types of problems posed
in examinations so that the particular contributions
of the new media can also* reflected in academic
achievement. In India, for instance, it was noted
that as long as examinations in English emphasized
the written word, the particular asset of television
in improving speaking and comprehension of the
written word was of little use to the student who
aimed at passing his degree. In other subjects
where broadcasting can introduce up-to-date know-
ledge, similar problems have been encountered.

2. University education

The use of radio and television as closed-circuit
systems within institutions is beyond the scope of
this paper. What is of importance, however, isto
make university teaching, particularly in the tech-
nological fields, as widely accessible as possible,
not only to students within a campus, but also to
others who cannot attend such courses because
they live far away, or are at work, or simply be-
cause universities cannot accommodate more
students. It is herethat the establishment of uni-
versity-type broadcast s , which disseminate instruc-
tion in one or more subjects to students - who can
also be given opportunities for intermittent personal
supervision has particular importance. Current
experiences with this type of university instruction
in Japan, the U.S.A. and the USSR would seem to
indicate that here lies a future for countries of
Asia also. Unesco is currently co-operating with
the Government of Poland in a nation-wide pilot
project to study the use of television for providing
the first two years of teaching in engineering and
the establishment of a complete university of the
air is under active consideration in the United
Kingdom.

In addition to such systematic courses, uni-
versities play an important role in the dissemina-
tion of knowledge and culture to a broader audience, as
for instance in the "University of the Air" broadcast
by the Australian Broadcasting Commission.

3. Adult education

Practically all radio programmes have a certain
educational significance, if only in the sense of
conveying to isolated listeners in remote villages
or lonely mountain stations a sense of participa-
tion. The feeling of being part of a whole makes
for a better citizen; in fact, it seems to be the

pre-condition for being a citizen in the politico-
sociological sense of the word.

Broadcasting is also the main disseminator
of news and information. For people living in
dispersed areas, for illiterates, for the poor who
could not afford to buy a newspaper even if they
could read it, radio and potentially television
broadcasts are very often the only means of learn-
ing what is happening in the world, including their
own country. Information influences and shapes
the opinion of people. The selection and presenta-
tion of news is, therefore, more than any other
type of broadcast, a means of orienting and educat-
ing people.

Practically all general programmes, such as
music, plays and other forms of entertainment
have a potential educational significance inasmuch
as they acquaint the listener or viewer with the
culture of his time and age, though they may equal-
ly be debasing in their effect.

Yet it would be failing to use broadcasting as
a precious national resource if no systematic,
conscious effort were made to render adult educa-
tion a component part of regular programming.

(a) Popularization of knowledge

Our era witnesses the breakdown of the monopoly
of knowledge formerly held by certain social or
intellectual classes, and even by certain countries.
In the democratic process of providing access to
knowledge and familiarity with the results of
scientific investigation to the public at large and
to entire nations hitherto kept in ignorance,
radio and television play a crucial role.

We live in an age of science and technology.
In order that we may understand the world in
which we live, the popularization of scientific
and technical knowledge is indispensable. Tele-
vision offers many opportunities to report,
demonstrate and explain scientific achievements
and experiments, and to visualize even relatively
complicated natural, physical and chemical
phenomena.

Among scientific subjects which lend them-
selves to dissemination by radio, and in particular
by television, we may, among others, retain the
following:

accomplishments in the application of science
to industry and agriculture;

the results of scientific research in biology,
zoology and geology, which provide familiarity with
the phenomena of plant, animal and mineral life,
and enable people to cope better with tasks in rural
conditions;

new approaches in mathematics, from simple
arithmetic to modern concepts;

physics and chemistry, whose accomplishments
are changing the very environment of man and pro-
viding him with new tools and materials.

In the Humanities , our knowledge and approaches
are equally undergoing profound transformation,
with which the general public must be acquainted so
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that it may keep abreast of the changing pace of
society.

The political and social aspects of a developing
country's own history are often less well known than
European history and, in particular, the history of
former colonial powers. But nothing seems to be
more important for fostering a spirit of self-reliance
and nationhood than a common awareness of the iden-
tity and continuity of a historical process. With ar-
chaeology, ethnology and anthropology expanding our
knowledge of social conditions of the past and present,
more and more programme material becomes
available to confront adult audiences with new histori-
cal findings.

The geography of developing coun
neighbouring countries and of thei
the subject of very attractive t
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rticularly potent educationally because
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suitable for programme exchanges as they foster
a spirit of mutual understanding and appreciation.

Human sciences, particulary sociology, philoso-
phy, and the history of philosophical and political ideas,
offer innum erable topic s for broadcasts and are in-
dispensable in creating a spirit of citizenship and
social responsibility.

(b) Civic education
Familiarity with these advances in the Humanities is
an essential foundation for civic education. Such edu-
cation is vital in the process of forming national unity
and a world society, and in enabling the people to par-
ticipate actively and in an orderly manner in public
affairs. Through its news reports, through documen-
taries and through the presence in front of the micro-
phone or camera of leaders in public life, broadcasting
engenders awareness and understanding of the
political processes.

The presentation of the functioning of government-
al institutions (parliament, government ministries
and the judiciary system) and of public services
(schools, postal and medical services, railroads) ,
tends to remove primitive suspicions and to create
confidence and a spirit of national or community pride,
and involves the individual in public affairs, inducing
him to take an active part in them.

Thanks to the vividness of its presentation,
particularly on television, broadcasting can dis-
seminate rapidly and to avast public new approaches
and practices in health and nutrition. Experiences
of the teleclubs in India and the Une s co pilot project
at Dakar, Senegal, in the use of television for the
education of illiterates in new practices of health
and nutrition, testify to the potential effectiveness
of the medium in this field.

The education of women is the key to improving
conditions of home life and practices in the raising of
children as well as in very many other aspects. Here
broadcasting, which is the only medium of communica-
tion to reach the intimacy of the home of a largely
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illiterate sector of the population, has an exceedingly
important role to play. Programmes for women
regularly received by groups frequently become trust-
ed monitors who help wives and mothers to adapt them-
selves to the changes in society around them.

When raising public issues of social significance,
from the water supply to the planningof cities, from
the education of children to providing for the aged,
broadcasting not only informs but stimulates social
awareness and action.

Radio and television are popular among young
people and unquestionably exercise considerable in-
fluence upon them, although the degree of their specific
impact is a matter of controversy. There is no ques-
tion but that on the one hand broadcast programmes
may disseminate ideas and concepts which add to the
problems of youth, separate the young from the culture
of their parents, and produce harmful notions from a
moral or civic point of view. On the other hand, these
media have particular value in opening the eyes of
youth to national and world affairs, and in assisting
them to find their way both professionally and as citi-
zens. How to develop the best programmes for youth
while avoiding potentially harmful pitfalls is a major
issue of concern to broadcasters, educators and
parents alike.

(c) Language teaching
Programmes in adult education may not aim at teach-
ing people how to speak, but they can well teach people
how to speak with each other, I.2. teach them a com-
mon language. This is of particular importance in
countries where large minorities do not speak the
national language. Language courses on the radio
have been conducted throughout the world with great
success. It has been fully established that radio is a
suitable tool for language teaching and language
practice.

Television, because of its visual component which
presents sample situations with greater realism and
enables students to watch the lip movements of the in-
structor, is an even more effective medium of language
instruction than radio.

Language instruction can well be combined with:
literacy teaching; civic education; instruction in
vocational skills; in other words, it may become
"functional" language teaching.

4. Literacy
Radio and television can be of considerable value in
the world-wide campaign to eradicate illiteracy.

The objectives of this campaign which aims first
of all at functional literacy in selected regions of par-
ticular signficance to economic development, were
established by the World Congress of Ministers of
Education on the Eradication of Illiteracy, convened
by Unesco in Teheran in September 1965. This con-
cept of a selective strategy to achieve functional liter-
acy underlies the first three experimental projects
which are being launched with the assistance of the
United Nations Development Programme in Algeria,
Iran and Mali.

We may distinguish four distinct phases of this



campaign: public motivation, encouragement of
individual learners, instruction in literacy work,
achievement of functional literacy and follow-up.
Radio and television can make specific contribu-
tions to each of these phases:

Public motivation
Public motivation is a vital element in any literacy
campaign. Literacy is of concern to the nation as a
whole, literates and illiterates alike. A campaign can
be successful only when all sections of society are
convinced of its importance and are ready to make
material and personal contributions. Only when the
consciousness of the nation is aroused can the cam-
paign hope to succeed. Public motivation, therefore,
is of importance for the literates, who can help in the
campaign, and for the illiterates, who should benefit
from it. Radio and television, which reach the entire
population day after day, are among the primary tools
to arouse the nation to the importance of the literacy
campaign.

Encouragement of individual learners
Beyond general motivation, individual learners must
be encouraged to enlist in literacy classes and to per-
sist in their attendance. Here, radio and television
can be particularly u seful as media around which lis-
tening or viewing groups are constituted. Experience
shows that such groups, which at first may come to-
gether primarilyto discuss broadcast programmes
and envisage follow-up action on the community level,
soon express the desire to receive literacy instruction
also, and that the regularity and interest of broadcast
reception helps to counteract the wide tendency for
massive drop-out of learners.

Instruction in literacy work
While experience inthe use of radio for direct instruc-
tion in the skills of literacy is inconclusive, the more
complete medium of television shbws every promise
of becoming an important tool for the teaching of
reading and writing.

Achievement of functional literacy
and follow-up

The many potential contributions of radio and tele-
vision to social education and vocationalorientation
and training, indicated elsewhere in this paper,
demonstrate the value of the broadcast media in
all efforts aimed at obtaining functional literacy.

In short, radio and television broadcasting,
which appeal to the emotions and the reason of all
men irrespective of their degree of literacy, are
well suited to the education of illiterates and their
adaptation to a society in rapid change. They
create a climate of curiosity, of new attitudes of
mind and new practices, which are favourable con-
ditions for a successful literacy campaign.

Audio-visual methods and television used in
literacy instruction relate it to the outlook and
perception of the illiterate; they illustrate instruc-
tion in reading, writing and arithmetic so that the
learner can make a transition from his previous

visual concepts to the new symbolism of the writ-
ten word or figure. Broadcasting is also an ef-
fective tool for the training and guidance of
monitors, instructors or animators of a literacy
campaign dispersed over a wide geographic area.

5. Training and guidance of educators

Not only teachers-in-service but also adult edu-
cation leaders, group organizers, convenors,
literacy monitors, social workers and others en-
gaged in adult education, may receive trainingand
guidance through broadcasting. As it is frequently
difficult to gather such personnel for seminars
and training courses, particularly when they are
dispersed over a wide area, their continuoustrair.-
ing and guidance through broadcast media is of
particular importance. Such guidance may also
aim at improving the use that is made of adult
educational, programmes.

IMPACT OF BROADCASTING ON
DEVELOPMENT

In national development, broadcasting can serve
as an important agent of social change and action.
Broadcasting may be expected to help accomplish
the transition to new customs and practices and,
very often, to different social relationships. Be-
hind changes in behaviour there always lie changes
in attitudes, beliefs, skills and social norms.

To make a lasting contribution to development,
broadcasting will thus seek to address itself to the
listener or viewer not only as a producer or agent
of economic activity but as a whole man; it will
have to have both socio-psychological and imme-
diately practical objectives.

To highlight the r8le of broadcasting in the
promotion of social and ecor,omic development, we
shall limit ourselves to a consideration of some
of its principal aspects.

1. Rural development

In rural areas, both radio and television have
clearly established themselves as powerful forces
of transformation. Evidence of this is the long ex-
perience with rural radio forums in India, the
impact of rural teleclubs in Japan and the growth
of agricultural broadcasts in many other Asian
countries. Programmes addressed to rural radio
forums have proved effective because of their
practical content, which stimulates the peasant to
explore new practices in agriculture, health
family relations and other fields of interest to his
life. Their particular significance lies in the
fact that these programmes are received and dis-
cussed in a group which may then decide upon
community follow-up action, and that channels are
provided so that the village can react back to the
broadcasting stations and the ministries co-
operating in the production of the programmes.
In this way; the villagers can put questions or make
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comments based on their own experience and ideas
and thus become an active partner in the introduc-
tion of new practices. Thus the centralizedmedium
of broadcasting may be adapted to local conditions
and the authorities are able to receive continuous
reports on the practical effectiveness of the guid-
ance they are providing at the village level.

Experience shows that peasants will adopt new
and more efficient methods of production only when
they are generally prepared to make changes in
their traditional way of life. Moreover, their
ability to produce is closely linked with their con-
ditions of health, the status of women, the educa-
tion of children and other aspects of community
environment. By addressing themselves to the
whole man, and by reaching simultaneously
hundreds of villages over a widely dispersed area,
rural radio broadcasts prove to be the most ef-
ficient form of education designed to increase
production and to improve conditions. These
broadcasts are not self-sufficient but require
systematic organization of group listening and two-
way communication; but once the system is at work,
governments have at their disposal what is perhaps
the most efficient tool for the transformation of
rural society(1),

2. Industrialization

With regard to the introduction and development of
industrialization, the impact of broadcasting is less
direct. However, here too it may be of consider-
able value. In a general way, it may be statedthat
nation-wide broadcasting promotes national inte-
gration and thus the creation of a national market.
As a nerve centre of society, broadcasting assists
in the co-ordination of national economic activities
and the promotion of a money economy. Broad-
casting is both the result and the stimulator of
modernization. It is part of an evolution towards
a way of life which includes the much wider use of
the products of industrialization.

Of more specific importance is the use of
broadcasting for vocational orientationand educa-
tion. Radio and television can provide widespread
familiarity with vocational outlets for available
manpower. By giving an insight into the activities
of specialized workers, of trades and professions,
these media provide orientation to the young andto
people forced to change their occupation. They
also provide an opportunity for planning authorities
to direct manpower resources towards desired
ends.

Radio is limited in vocational training itself,
but it may be applied to this end in combination
with correspondence teaching, organized group
reception and local supervision. Television is al-
ready proving effective in this field. Various
countries are giving courses in cattle breeding and
the milking of cows, in the elements of electricity,
in the handling of slide rules and the abacus: one
might well envisage instruction in many other
mechanical trades, from plumbing to welding.
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One of the principal obstacles to the introduction
of modern facilities in developing countries is
frequently the absence of craftsmen skilled in their
installation and maintenance. The application of
television to this field might thus have a far-
reaching impact.

Finally, the existence of broadcasting is in
itself an economic enterprise of considerable im-
portance. Broadcasting organizations are usually
large public or private enterprises which provide
jobs for thousands of highly skilled people and
which use, and therefore have to buy, sophisticated
and expensive machinery. Broadcasting also
calls for the creation of new industries, particu-
larly in the production or assembly of receiver
sets. Together with the sales and maintenance
services which have to be set up, this industry is
an important economic factor.

To sum up, broadcasting can make important
contributions to development because:

it contributes to the modernization of produc-
tion methods, particularly in agriculture where
innovations depend upon the willingness of individual
peasants to introduce them;

it increases the resources of productive man-
power;

it promotes the establishment of new industrial
and service organizations;

it may stimulate consumer demand and the
transition from a barter to a money economy.

3. Economic considerations

The foregoing section has indicated that radio and
television broadcasting can make a significant con-
tribution to national development.

But what are the economic implications of
using broadcasting for these purposes? What are
the costs to society as a whole and to individual
government departments? And what are the eco-
nomic benefits which may be derived?

While it is not possible to give specific figures
applicable to individual countries or conditions,
certain general considerations may be of value to
those responsible for calculating the economic
implications of applying radio and television to
educational and development purposes.

The total cost of establishing and operating a
broadcasting organization with its production,
transmission and administrative facilities, its
personnel and operating costs need be imputed to
education and development only if they are non-
existent today and will be used exclusively for
these purposes in the future. In actual practice
this is not the normal situation because:

radio broadcasting exists in all countries of
Asia;

television exists in some countries and is
being introduced in others for commercial,

-03----"Radio Broadcasting serves Rural Develop-
ment", No. 48 of Reports and Papers on
Mass Communication, Unesco.



political and entertainment purposes;
application of radio and television to education

and development implies in most cases, therefore, no
more than an expansion of existing facilities (both pro-
duction and transmis sion) , and operating budgetsfor
the production of specific programme series;

an expansion of educational programming might
well be undertaken at the expense of other programme
objectives, and thus not require a corresponding budg-
etary increase;

the principal expenditures on equipment for spe-
cifically educational purposes consist in the installa-
tion and maintenance of the necessary receivers.

Application of broadcasting to development
implies above all that it is available in the very areas
requiring its support; this may involve, for instance,
extension of radio transmission signals to rural areas
currently poorly served. Such extension will bring to
these areas information and entertainment as wells.'
educational programmes. In this, as in many other .
cases, the extent to which investment is to beattribu-
ted educational objectives will thus roughly depend
upon the percentage of educational and development
programmes carried by the broadcasting organiza-
tion.

With regard to estimating the economic effective-
ness of broadcasting, one may take three different
approaches:
(a) The use of broadcasting may be compared with
other more traditional methods in education and a
comparative estimate made as to the relative costof
one method as against another. The advantage of this
approach is that it compares broadcasting with a
relatively known factor, namely the unit cost of tradi-
tional forms of education. The disadvantage is that
such an approach does not allow sufficiently for those
accomplishments of broadcasting which exceed, in
either quantity or quality, those of other methods. In
other words, broadcasting may frequentlybring re-
sources to the educational process which would not
be available in any other form .
(b) The second approach, therefore, is primarily
to estimate the additional contribution which broad-
casting makes to an established educational system
(both school and adult education). Examples are
the value of in-service training given to teachers
who do not receive such training at the present
time; the instruction of children in subjects which
are not adequately taught, or even the provision
of schooling for children in places without regular
schools; the provision of adult education for lis-
teners or viewers who have no other opportunties
to receive such education.
(c) A third approach is to estimate the impact of
broadcasting on economic activity. This approach
is of course only valid for programmes addressed
to the productive and, therefore, adult section of
the population. Here, however, it is possible to
trace directly the link between the stimulus of
broadcasting and follow-up action, especially
when it is undertaken by listening or viewing groups.

Unfortunately, our knowledge to date is inade-
quate to provide precise estimates in any of these

three categories, but research currently carried
out by various international and national agencies
should yield some results in the near future. In
any case, it appears already that any analysis of
the economic effectiveness of broadcasting should
pay attention not only to the first but to all three
of the approaches indicated Gbove.

One further lesson has been drawn by special-
ists who have compared the experience of a num-
ber of countries in the use of radio and television
for education; these media are relatively expensive
if they are used on a small scale and merely
supplement existing forms of school and adult
education. Their unit cost drops sharply if full
use is made of their principal asset, namely that
they are mass media. There appears to be a
"critical mass" in the use of these media as in the
use of atomic energy. Only when this critical
threshold has been passed and when the media
are given key importance in the educational pro-
cess, does their use prove to beclearly economical.

This implies that while small experimental
projects are extremely important in order to gain
experience and train personnel, the progress from
there on should not be gradual but rather spectacu-
lar. Once the technique has been mastered it will
have to be applied on a large scale, at least within
a specific geographic area or special field, to
make real impact and to prove worth while from
the point of view of society.

Finally, any economic evaluation of broad-
casting must take account of the fact that the
existence of broadcasting in a country is in its own
right an economic factor of considerable weight.
The broadcasting industry requires sound economic
planning, i.e. investment matched by results,
expenditures matched by direct or indirect returns,
and programme output matched by social benefits.

REGIONAL AND WORLD-WIDE
CO-OPERATION

Broadcasting offers manifold opportunities to
weave a tighter net of regional and world-wide co-
operation and understanding. While the majority
of radio and television stations serve exclusively
national audiences, short- and long-wave trans-
missions reach far beyond national boundaries
and the signals of all broadcasting stations are
regularly received in border regions of neighbour-
ing countries. In their domestic programming,
broadcasting stations make a continuous effort,
within their limited financial resources, to report
events outside their national frontiers and to
transmit programmes or films produced in other
countries.

To promote co-operation, broadcasting or-
ganizations have joined together in regional
associations. The recently formed Asian Broad-
casting Union (ABU) follows on the establishment of
the International Broadcasting Organization (GIRT) ,
the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) and the
African Broadcasting Union (URTNA). Prototypes
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of international materials for broadcasting come
from the United Nations and from its Specialized
Agencies, in particular Unesco.

Multilateral efforts to promote international
co-operation in programming are most valuable
and require continuous promotion. However, they
should be accompanied by programme exchanges
on a bilateral basis. Regional broadcasting or-
ganizations can encourage this practice by collect-
ing information on programme material available
and suitable for exchange, and by distributing it
to their members. This has proved to be a more
promising way of promoting international exchange
than attemptingto centralize programme exchange
through the secretariat of regional broadcasting
organizations. The latter procedure would in-
volve the adaptation of exchange programmes to
the specific requirements of individual broadcast-
ing organizations and would place a very heavy and
costly workload on the shoulders of the secre-
tarial staff of these organizations. The promotion
of a better understanding of other countries and
the international sharing of educational materials
have a direct bearing on the application of broad-
casting to education and development.
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By presenting a sound or visual document or
reportage from another country, broadcast pro-
grammes familiarize the home audience with
conditions elsewhere. Whether such reporting
contributes to understanding would seem to depend
essentially on the spirit in which it is presented.

The vast range of educational tasks for radio
and television, the costliness and scarcity of
materials, especially of visual materials suitable
for television, and the universality of educational
content in certain disciplines, create favourable
conditions for international collaboration in this
field. It is evident that education should be adapted
to the mentality and conditions of those to whom it
is addressed. International co-operation may,
therefore, frequently take the form of providing
elements of instruction (kits) suitable for local
adaptation and integration into programmes, rather
than of fully produced and completed couiaes.

Technically, such co-operation may range all
the way from the provision of programme kits to
the supply of films and video - tapes, and eventually
to the dissemination of programmes or programme
elements by transmission via communications
satellites.



III. GUIDELINES FOR ACTION

STRUCTURE OF BROADCASTING
ORGANIZATIONS

structure of broadcasting organizations shows
a multiplicity of patterns throughout the world.
Certain basic forms have evolved for radio broad-
casting but the advent of television, with its con-
siderably higher cost and greater impact, has further
complicated the picture. Basically, we may
distinguish the following forms of organization and
control:
Government ownership and operation - broadcasting
is the direct responsibility of a government depart-
ment.
Public Corporation broadcasting is a public en-
terprise under the control of an independent
corporation charged under a charter to operate in
the public interest of the nation as a whole rather
than of the government of the day.
Private enterprise broadcasting is controlled by
private interests and conducted for commercial
profit, under varying degrees of government licence
(frequencies mainly).

Another way of classifying organizations is
according to their sources of revenue:
Government funds - allocation of funds by various
ministries, provision of funds as part of the over-
all national budget.
Licence fees provision of funds from licences
paid directly to the broadcasting organization by
owners of radio and television sets.
Commercial publicity - revenues from the broad-
cast of advertisements for commercial products.

With regard to the use of broadcasting for ed-
ucation and development, we may furthermore
classify the various structures from the point of
view of responsibility for educational programming:
Broadcasting organizations are fully in charge of
such programming - the organization is respon-
sible for the transmission, production and content
of programmes, possibly in consultation with an
advisory board of educators. Responsibility might
even extend to the provision and maintenance of
receivers, the supply of accompanying printed

materials and the training of educators in the use
of programmes. Some of the latter functions,
however, may be the responsibility of educational
and other administrations.

An educational administration has responsi-
bility for content and production and, in some cases,
even for transmission - in this case, allaspects of
utilization and reception naturally lie also in the
hands of administrations concerned with education.

In actual practice we find a blending and inter-
penetration of all these different approaches. A
government broadcasting organization or a non-
commercial public corporation may, for instance,
transmit a certain amount of commercial publicity
and derive revenue therefrom. A private com-
mercial organization may devote part of its output
to non-commercial public service broadcasts. An
educational administration may prepare programmes
but leave their production and transmission to a
public or private broadcasting organization.

The structure of a broadcasting organization
has profound political, social, educational and
economic implications. The multiplicity of pat-
terns is the result of national conditions, interests
and resources. It would appear that there is no
single pattern which could give the most satisfac-
tory results in different countries.

The issue is, thus, how best the public inter-
est, particularly the service to education and de-
velopment, may be assured, whatever the particular
national structure of radio and television
broadcasting. It might be useful to draw up some
general guidelines with a view to assuring that
broadcasting fulfils the tasks arising from its public
nature and responsibilities. This involves on the
one hand recommendations concerning the integra-
tion of broadcasting into the planning and application
of education and development and, on the other
hand, the provision of suitable conditions for the
economic viability and overall service to the nation
of radio and television, without necessarily pro-
nouncing on the basic structural principles.
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TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVES

Technical developments in broadcasting's half-
century of existence have been rapid and, in retro-
spect at least, often spectacular. Consideringthe
impact of the vacuum tube, the superheterodyne
receiver, the tape recorder and television, it
would perhaps be rash to select one invention which
has most affected the course of broadcasting's
development. In the most contemporary terms,
however, broadcasting is well advanced into the
era of solid-state electronics and it is the transis-
tor which clearly dominates current technical de-
sign.

For the broadcaster the transistor has a special
significance: coupled with improved printed circuits
it means a whole new range of compact, more
reliable and more readily-maintained equipment.
But it is on the reception end that the transistor
revolution has made its greatest impact and where
the ironies of underdevelopment have persistently
blocked the possibilities of the transistor radio as
a truly universal instrument.

Apart from variations upon the theme of com-
plexity, there is, according to all evidence, little
reason to expect that any significant change will
appear in the transistor radio within the foresee-
able future. Loudspeakers and power supplies
remain the impediment to further practical minia-
turization. Under these relatively stable condi-
tions, however, a long-term commitment to
receiver production is not likely to be overtaken
by sudden obsolescence. At least one major
objection to the establishment of a radio industry
is, therefore, largely overcome.

Receiver production, organized on a signifi-
cant scale, however, presents difficulties which
also vary enormously among Asia's developing
nations. Where the need is greatest, it is appar-
ent that only a major effort on the part of the
national government is likely to provide a solution.
Foreign exchange controls, customs and tariff
interventions, together with development priorities,
are conditions imposed by governments. Only if
and when these conditions are favourable will the
age of the transistor really begin in much of Asia.
But as receiver production is inhibited by all the
conditions that characterize underdevelopment,
and as receiver design is inescapably linked with
transmission conditions, it is apparent that present
technology offers no simple solution to the need
for more and better broadcasting, particularly for
education and development. Great care and detail
has gone into the examination of these problems by
the joint Unesco /ECAFE/ITU Survey Mission on
the production and marketing of low-cost receivers
in Asia.

Transmission difficulties, the report points
out, are of both an international and a national
nature. In some national situations there is a
tendency for chaotic crowding of the medium wave-
bands in a few urban areas to the exclusion of any
form of reliable rural service. Elsewhere the
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vast areas to be covered present the most formid-
able difficulty. In other words, the present cover-
age of Asian countries by broadcast transmission
does not seem to provide an adequate infrastructure
for the use of broadcasting for education and de-
velopment. Frequently, the very areas where such
use would seem most important are the most poorly
served by radio and television transmissions.

Internationally, the report emphasizes, the
trends towards a state of anarchy in the short-wave
spectrum can only be averted by international
agreement, under the aegis of the world-wide body,
the International Telecommunication Union.

But while harassed radio engineers may look
in despair upon propagation charts of chaotic con-
gestion on the one hand or insurmountable gaps on
the other, the forerunners of an entirely new epoch
in broadcasting are to be found in the airless realms
above the earth.

The relaying of broadcasts via communications
satellites began less than nine years .ago. In the
opinion of the world's experts the next ten years
will provide the knowledge and experience to make
direct broadcasting from satellites an operating
reality at an as yet unspecified date.

Until the day when a single transmitter in
space can produce a signal directly available to
home receivers, there is the more immediate as-
surance of a satellite application of special signi-
ficance to Asia at an earlier stage.

Specifically, the distribution satellite may
provide a better and much more economical alter-
native to extensive microwave, VHF or cable
installations on the ground.

Whether in a high, synchronous orbit which
makes its signal continuously available to an area
which can include up to a third of the world's sur-
face, or a lower elliptical orbit which offers
economy and greater signal strength but shorter
availability, the distribution satellite is designed
to provide reception through a system of amplifying
and distributing relay points. At least one national
application of this type is already under development .

As long as only two or three nations have the
capacity to build and launch communications satel-
lites, the notion of their use by developing countries
may seem more remote than justified. Where
internal communications are already highly developed
as in North America and much of Europe, the
first and certainly most impressive application of
satellites has been in transoceanic communications.
There is good reason to believe, however, that the
conceivably most important use of satellites for
national and regional broadcasting could and should
take place in a developing area. Large areas
within the Asian region, such as the sub-continent
embracing India and Pakistan, where the establish-
ment of an adequate system of ground communica-
tions faces considerable obstacles but where there
are urgent requirements for greater application
of broadcast media, would seem to offer an excellent
field for the employment of a distribution satellite
for a multitude of purposes including radio and



television broadcasting. Radio in particular may
be the immediate practical application of the first
Asian satellite, because it would offer good quality
signals, with lower power and band width require-
ments, throughout an area where radio reception
seems more immediately needed and feasible for
teachnical and economic reasons.

The price of an "Early Bird" type of satellite,
"parked" in a synchronous orbit was estimated in
early 1966 at $10 million. The more elaborate
distribution satellite may, as far as present know-
ledge indicates, cost more, although price esti-
mates in this field are likely to be soon out of date.
There are also the costs of ground installations
which may well be higher than those of the satellite
itseff. Three factors, however, should tend to
make the communications satellite an increasingly
attractive possibility: the first is additional ex-
perience in building and launching; the second, the
increasing number of countries with satellite
capability; and the third, the feasibility of two or
more countries using a single satellite on a shared
basis.

At the Meeting of Experts on Space Communi-
cations, convened by Unesco in Paris, December
1965, several important recommendations were
made regarding Unesco Is future programme in this
field. Not the least of these was the proposalthat
Unesco should study the feasibility of supporting
a pilot project for the use of satellites in develop-
ing countries with large populations, particularly
for the purpose of educational and cultural broad-
casting. Guidelines for this pilot project are
presently being mapped out by a panel of experts.

Modern equipment offers the technicalmeans
of providing a wide choice of radio and television
programmes for all the people of the world. Con-
tinued development promises even greater reli-
ability and alternative means of meeting varied
technical requirements.

USE OF THE MEDIA

Whatever the structure of broadcasting, it is one
of the major national resources to be used in a
spirit of public responsibility. Yet there is often,
and for basically excellent purposes, a tendency
for broadcasting organizations to lead an existence
of their own and to have little contact with the
various governmental departments, or with private
or semi-private organizations, which are actively
engaged in public affairs. The use of radio and
television for education and development, however,
is only possible if there is close integration of the
efforts of all concerned on the three levels of plarr
ning, production and reception of broadcast pro-
grammes.

1. Planning

The use of radio and television for education and
development requires that programming be inte-
grated into educational planning. In school

education, radio and television are bound to re-
main incidental and relatively expensive tools until
such time as the educational planning authorities
have determined the principal contributions which
the media are able to make under specific national
conditions, and the role they are required to play
at all levels of the educational process. The use
of broadcasting requires considerable initial in-
vestment and continuous operating expenses for
personnel, programmes and receivers. Such
expenditure is justifiable only if it promises to
yield important results which could not be obtained
by other means. The promise of such results
makes it possible, on the other hand, to restruc-
ture education so that it may make the maximum
use of these additional facilities. Some countries
of Asia have found, for instance, that television
can play a significant role in the teaching of science
and mathematics and that it may be worth while to
reorganize primary and secondary education to the
point where television will provide significant
elements of instruction and demonstration, natur-
ally in conjunction with the appropriate utilization
of the classroom teacher. A similar restructur-
ing of schooling might be advisable in other fields,
such as language teaching, geography and history.

The methods of teacher training (both pre-
service and in-service) will also have to be re-
examined in the light of these new resources. If
there is assurance that young teachers who leave
training colleges will find opportunities wherever
they are working, for continuous in- service training
by radio andtelevision , coupled with correspondence
teaching, the pre- service training may be shortened
and reoriented.

An even more radical approach, which edu-
cational planning authorities might take into con-
sideration, is to meet the pressing lack of teachers
and schools in certain geographic areas through
the creation of schools organized around a television
receiver which provides the main burden of overall
instruction, along the lines of the school system
in Western Samoa, the Television High School in
Japan, or Telescuola in Italy.

In adult education, such co-ordination is more
difficult to assure because it rarely disposes of
the same institutionalized structure as school edu-
cation, where responsibility normally lies with a
single ministry. In the absence of such a structure,
co-ordination at an early stage by the educational
planning bureau is even more desirable and urgent.
When the bureau envisages a number of fields of
adult education, such as literacy, social education,
provision of educational opportunities for adults,
the development of a national language, etc., it
will necessarily have to examine the various re-
sources which might be brought to bear upon these
tasks. These resources will include professional
educators but will also involve other ministries
(agriculture, health, community development
etc.) and the mass media, particularly broadcast-
ing. In short, adult education will have to be part
of overall national planning.
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On the other hand, when adult education agen-
cies (both governmental and non-governmental)
examine how they may attain their objectives most
effectively and reach the widest possible public,
they will have to take note in their planning of the
particular contribution of broadcasting and deter-
mine the most suitable forms of co-operation with
broadcasting organizations.

From the point of view of broadcasting organ-
izations, the educational programmes will equally
have to be planned in co-ordination with admini-
strations responsible for education and development.
Only in this way can broadcasters hope to obtain
collaboration in the form of financial assistance,
the presentation of content in programmes and the
utilization of these programmes, including the
provision of receivers.

In addition to these three key forces the
national planning agencies, adult education agencies
and broadcasting organizations we may also en-
visage the participation of other government de-
partments in this planning process. The Ministries
of Health, Agriculture and Labour will wish to
examine in their planning what contribution
broadcasting may make to their work. The
Ministries of Communication and Information will
in turn have to study how the facilities under their
control might best contribute to the overallnation-
al effort. The technical infrastructure, the
training of personnel and the organization of broad-
casting can then be planned with a view to attaining
the broad national objectives.

Experience seems to show that all efforts to
apply broadcasting to the tasks of education and
development remain haphazard and, frequently,
stillborn as long as there is no provision for funds,
equipment and personnel, nor for an organizational
structure assuring interdepartmental co-operation,
in the national plans which determine the future.

Sound planning will save both money and man-
power in production and application. It is in the
planning process that answers will have to be
found to such questions as:

What investment in installations and. equipment
is required to assure the availability of broadcast-
ing for educational purposes?

What legal, administrative and financial pro-
visions should be made to facilitate close co-
operation between broadcasting organizations and
agencies of education and development?

What training programmes must be envisaged
for broadcasting personnel skilled in the presenta-
tion of educational programmes and for personnel
in other agencies so as to familiarize them withthe
production and utilization of broadcast programmes?

What organizational infrastructure is needed
to ensure co-operation between broadcasting and
other educational efforts in all their phases, from
presentation to utilization?

What provision will have to be made in indus-
try to ensure the supply and maintenance of
receiving equipment.
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2. Production

Co-operation between broadcasting organizations
and agencies of education and development in the
production of programmes is both essential and
frequently difficult to attain. A number of pre-
liminary questions will have to be answered which
are linked to the very structure of broadcasting:

Which organization or institution is providing
the facilities for the production of programmes
(studios, technical personnel, creative talent,
film facilities)?

Where does responsibility lie for the content
of the programmes?

What organization or agency carries the bud-
get for the necessary staff and operational ex-
penditure s?

What provisions are made, and by whom, for
the training of staff skilled in the presentation of
educational content?

In answer to these questions, different patterns
have evolved throughout the world, depending on
the structure and financing of broadcasting organ-
izations, the range of responsibility of educational
and development agencies, the importance attached
to the production of educational radio and tele-
vision programmes, and, therefore, the quantity
of programmes which must regularly becompleted.

In some cases, the entire responsibility rests
with broadcasting organizations, which assure
liaison through consultative bodies of educators.
In other cases, educational authorities take over
complete responsibility, which may go all the way
from conception to production and to transmission
itself (stations serving exclusively educational
purposes). Then there are intermediary patterns:
broadcasting organizations may assure the tech-
nical production of programmes, which are plan-
ned, written and produced by outside agencies;
educational agencies may produce programmes in
whole or in part for transmission by the broadcasting
organization; educational authorities may make
available to the broadcasting organization, funds
and staff for the production of educational
programmes.

Whatever the particular pattern adopted, cer-
tain general rules would seem to apply, which
include:

The need for professional staff skilled in
broadcasting and familiar with the content and
methodology of educational presentations.

The continuous availability of production ser-
vices specifically earmarked for educational pur-
poses.

Machinery for close liaison between the
various agencies responsible for education and
development, and broadcasting organizations.
Such liaison is required even when educational
authorities operate a broadcasting station, because
the field of adult education extends considerably
beyond the normal competence of educational ad-
ministration.

Certain psychological obstacles have to be



overcome in addition to the material and organiza-
tional problems involved in close co-operation in
the field of production. It is normal for profes-
sionals in the field of broadcasting to assume that
they are specialists in the presentation of in-
formation and entertainment, that they know best
what will appeal to the audience and how the re-
sources of the medium should be employed. Pro-
fessional producers are reluctant to relinquish
their creative responsibility to others. Specialists
in education and development, on the other hand,
stress with confidence that they must be the sole
judge with regard to the content of programmes.
Content and form, however, are so closely inter-
twined that fruitful results will, in the long run,
only be obtained through a staff which is thoroughly
familiar with broadcasting techniques, educational
methodology and, to a certain extent, educational
content (the latter may be enriched through re-
source persons in various fields). The emergence
of the "amphibious" educational broadcaster as a
distinct new profession has been observed in many
countries, even though he frequently faces the
problem of public recognition for his new speciality,
a prob2em which has implications for his personal
and administrative status.

The application of broadcasting to education
and development thus requires specific, nationally
conditioned answers to the basic question of how
broadcasting techniques and educational content
may most effectively be blended in the production
of programmes.

3. Reception

Educational broadcasting works in a vacuum as
long as conditions of reception are inadequate. To
create favourable conditions calls for co-operation
between:

The Ministry of Communications, which must
assure adequate broadcast coverage of the areas to
be reached by educational programmes.

Industries producing receivers and their com-
ponents, which must assure an adequate flow of
radio and television sets at reasonable cost and
suited to educational use.

The financial authorities of the country, which
should examine how customs and tax levies can be
arranged in such a manner as to favour the edu-
cational use of broadcasting.

The broadcasting organization, which will
seek to arrange its programme schedules so that a
sufficient number of programmes at suitable times
of the day are broadcast to make it worth while to
purchase receivers for educational use. In many
cases, broadcasters may also be called upon to
supply the very equipment required for the recep-
tion of their educational programmes.

Agencies of education and development, who
will wish to assure the proper conditions of recep-
tion so that they can make use of educationalbroad-
casts for the accomplishment of their tasks.

In countries of Asia, the use of radio and in

particular, of television, for the education of a
large portion of the population, seems possible
only under conditions of group reception. This
is obvious in school education, as such education
is normally conducted in classrooms and requires
the personal contact between a teacher and a group
of students, not only for instructional but in par-
ticular for pedagogical purposes. In adult educa-
tion, group reception fulfils both an economic and
an educational role. Experience shows that learn-
ing, thinking and a change of attitude are accom-
plished far more effectively in groups than under
conditions of individual reception.

Supply and continuous maintenance of receivers
is an essential pre-condition. This involves the
mass production or import of low-cost receivers
suitable for educational purposes in both electri-
fied and non-electrified areas; It also calls for
favourable conditions for such import and relatively
low taxation of receivers serving educational de-
velopment. Of particular importance is adequate
provision for the distribution and maintenance of
receivers. Experience in Asia shows that fre-
quently receivers distributed by governmental
authorities have a short life dueto lack of provision
for repair and replacement of batteries.

Responsibility for the production, supply and
maintenance of receivers cannot in most cases be
left entirely to the initiative of commercial en-
terprises or government departments in charge of
light industries. They are also of direct concern
to the broadcasting organization and to educational
administrations. They form part of what might be
termed in a wider sense Audience Relations.

Such audience relations include other aspects
which may be kept in mind in recommending guide-
lines for future action:

(a) Promotion and organization of
listening and viewing among popular
audiences

This involves the training of group leaders (who
should be literate) in techniques of organization,
directing discussions and reporting, and the col-
laboration of all existing organizations involved in
education and development in the constitution of
such listening and viewing groups.

(b) Provision of written material to
accompany broadcasts

The use of the fleeting message of the radio or
television programme under the guidance of a
teacher or group leader is far more effective if it
is supported with accompanying written material.
These permit adequate preparation for the pro-
gramme as well as follow-up, including the
answering of questions.
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(c) Establishment of feed-back channels
from the audience to broadcasting
organizations and educational agencies

Broadcasting unquestionably suffers from the
handicap of being a one-way channel of communi-
cation, from the centre out to a dispersed audience.
But in group reception, trained teachers or group
leaders can transmit regularly to the broadcasting
organization written reactions, questions and com-
ments, which in turn may be answered in subse-
quent programmes. Such feed-back enables the
broadcaster to adapt himself better to the
preoccupations of the audience and provides
information on local conditions, which is of great
value to all co-operating agencies. Even more
important, it gives the audience a sense of parti-
cipation; rather than being a mere object for
broadcasts from authorities far removed, the lis-
tener or viewer senses better his own share in the
common effort if he can react to programmes and
if this reaction is heard and commented upon.

(d) Audience research

In addition to this continuous flow of reactions, a
more general systematic sampling of both individ-
ual and group audiences, which gives not only
quantitative results but also an insight as to the
comprehension of programmes, is vital for the
use of broadcasting. Such research might be
undertaken by the broadcasting organizations them-
selves but is frequently the responsibility of inde-
pendent agencies or academic institutions.

(e) Experimentation and evaluation

Finally, investment in such important uses of
broadcasting is justifiable in the long run only if
periodic evaluations show the results and indicate
weaknesses.

The field of reception is frequently the most
neglected aspect of broadcasting. Practice shows,
however, that it is perhaps the most important, as
these brief indications will have shown.

TRAINING

Training of personnel is an indispensable part of
the development of broadcasting.

The form and intensity of this training varies
widely in Asia, as in the rest of the world. Major
broadcasting organizations, such as NHK and All
India Radio, have established permanent institu-
tions which train both technical and programming
personnel. Some organizations which dispose of
substantial resources of personnel with appro-
priate technical and creative backgrounds have
limited themselves to on-the-job training as the
most obvious and economic solution to staff re-
quirements. In other situations, technical insti-
tutions, universities, broadcasting training schools,
technical assistance experts or overseas centres
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have separately or collectively contributed to
broadcasting's need for skilled and imaginative
personnel. The importance of each serious train-
ing effort cannot be minimized. Broadcasting's
full potential as an instrument of education, how-
ever, can only be realized when training is success-
ful on four levels:
(1) General training of professional broadcast-
ing staff.
(2) Special training of broadcasters in the
production of educational programmes.
(3) Training of educators in the organization and
production of programmes.
(4) Training of teachers, adult education
leaders and others in the utilization of pro-
grammes.

As training in all of these categories must be
designed to achieve a common goal, it follows that
it should be based on fundamental agreement and
the recognition that educational broadcasting can
be successful only through close co-operation of
all concerned.

The best training environment is one which
most closely simulates the actual broadcasting or
reception situation. At the production end this
means studios, equipment and classrooms where
practice in techniques and an appreciation of theory
and purpose can be gained in a balanced curriculum
which is based on actual needs and conditions.

The training of teachers or monitors in the
utilization of broadcast programmes will also,
ideally, include some experience in the production
studios. Familiarity with production techniques
is not only of value in appreciation of the pro-
grammes which are broadcast but also in providing
the important sense of participation in educational
broadcasting. The further benefit of educators
and broadcasters meeting on the common ground
of training will invariably be felt in future col-
laboration.

The training location has three separate but
complementary possibilities: national, regional
and foreign, each with particular advantages.

National training is the fundamental require-
ment. It may take many different forms, such as
ad hoc training courses organized by national staff
or foreign experts, a permanent training institution
attached to a broadcasting organization or an edu-
cational establishment, or training within the
framework of a university as part of its programme
for instruction and research in mass communica-
tions.

Within the concept of a national training policy,
however, there is room and often a necessity for
training of a more localized nature and the oppor-
tunity for several types of organizations to fill the
local training requirements. Training of commuir
ity audience leaders, for example, can be under-
taken by touring teams or through local seminars
and short courses.

Regional training, i.e. training to meet the
needs of a number of countries in a given region,
should preferably be built upon a national foundation.



A substantial domestic objective can alone pro-
vide a sound basis for a training institution, which
can then expand to serve regional purposes over
an extended period. Given this national basis,
regional training has the advantage of financial
saving through the centralization of resources,
justification for a better and larger staff, a strong-
er appeal to international aid sources and the
opportunity to develop regional exchanges of ex-
perience and programmes.

Foreign training, i.e. training in countries
outside the region, has a particular function in the
development of international broadcasting standards,
the interchange of ideas and in furthering the pro-
fessional concept of broadcasting. It is generally
agreed, however, that a student can only fully
benefit from foreign training when he has a good
background in his home broadcasting situation.
Unrealistic concepts, frustration and even aliena-
tion are too frequently the product of premature
overseas training.

These four possible forms of training may
also be seen not as separate alternatives but as
progressive stages in a broadcaster's development.
Intervals of on-the-spot experience between the
various stages can best ensure that the trainee
remains conscious of the problems and possibili-
ties in the day-to-day business of broadcasting.

Training for the educational use of broadcast-
ing must obviously call for instructors with a full
understanding of the broadcast media and the edu-
cational process. It does not follow, however,
that the most expert specialist has the ability to
develop a training didactic or to impart his broad-
casting knowledge in an organized fashion. Here,
the question of the instructor's background is es-
sentially academic; ideally he will be both a
broadcaster and a teacher and the order of his
experience is not important. In areas of instruc-
tion that are essentially technical, a broadcasting
bias may be preferred. In questions of utilization
the professional teacher will probably make the
best instructor.

In addition to programmes aimed specifically
at professional training in educational broadcast-
ing, certain related projects can make significant
long-range contributions and create a pool of
personnel from which professionals may subse-
quently be drawn. In the field of education, train-
ing through the broadcast media in actual use is
becoming gradually a regular feature of teacher-
training institutions. In the school systems and
universities, practice in the use of film, tape
recorders, radio and sometimes even television
within individual institutions (closed circuit) can
provide not only familiarity with techniques, but
create early awareness of these media as forms
of modern expression and possible careers in the
future. In this connexion, the very use of broad-
casting in the educational process helps to condi-
tion both teachers and students totheirimportance
Familiarization with audience research through
courses of a social science character cap also

bring about a wider understanding of the implica-
tions of broadcast programming.

INTERNATIONAL ACTION

While the application of broadcasting to national
needs is a matter of national concern and decision,
international co-operation and assistance may
make valuable contributions to such efforts.

In the light of the varying applications of broad-
casting to education and development discussed in
this paper, and of the principal practical obstacles
which appear to stand in the way of a fuller use of
radio and television, the following fields might be
taken into consideration for international action:
(1) Production and marketing of radio and tele-

vision receivers, or of certain component
parts.
Investment in broadcast station and trans-
mission facilities.
Survey missions to advise governments on the
planning of broadcast facilities and their inte-
gration into educational and development plans.

(4) Training of broadcast and educational person-
nel through:
ad hoc seminars and training courses of
national or regional scope on topics of direct
concern to education and development;
assistance to long-term training institutions
to meet national needs and to provide training
facilities for fellows from other countries in
the region;
fellowships for training in other countries of
the region and suitable placements elsewhere
in the world;
expert missions for the training of national
personnel and the development of educational
programming.
The production of educational programmes
and, in particular, programme elements (kits)
suitable for broadcast or adaptation in a num-
ber of countries of Asia.

(6) Fully evaluated pilot projects in the applica-
tion of radio and television to such pressing
needs as the in-service trainingRf teachers,
the teaching of modern languages and the
natural sciences, the extension of school facili-
ties beyond present limitations, the teaching
of functional literacy in both urban and rural
areas of economic significance, and the test-
ing of new equipment suited to the educational
needs of Asia.
Careful study and dissemination of the results
of present experiences and new projects, and
examination of the potential applications of
broadcasting to specific educational and de-
velopment tasks of countries of Asia.
Co-operation in applying the future facilities
of satellite communication to countries of
Asia through feasibility studies, examination
of their educational implications and practical
pilot projects.
Each of these possible fields for international

(2)

(3)

(5)

(7)

(8)



action is, first of all, of direct concern to the
governments and professional institutions and or-
ganizations of Asia. They may also find support
from the United Nations family (United Nations
Development Programme, Unesco, International
Telecommunication Union, Unicef, , the World Bank,
and others) from the Colombo Plan and from gov-
ernmental and non-governmental bilateral aid
programmes. Due to their varying competences
and material resources, these different agencies
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are not in a position to make the same kind and
degree of contribution to each of the above fields.
But common action, in which each government
and each agency contributes its share according
to its particular competence, qualifications and
resources, can greatly enhance the efforts of the
countries of Asia to place radio and television
broadcasting forcefully in the service of education
and development.



BROADCASTING IN ASIA

A SURVEY OF ITS USE FOR EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT

I. THE STATE OF BROADCASTING IN
ASIAN COUNTRIES

Broadcasting has made rapid progress in recent
years in Asia. Radio services have been set up
throughout the region. Television has been intro-
duced in 12 of 20 Asian Member States: Cambodia,
China, India, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Korea
Malaysia, Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore and
Thailand.

In general, the increase in the number of
radio stations has been followed by cirtrffroduction
of a greater number of receivers. In some coun-
tries, the increase has been remarkable duringthe
last five years: e.g. 350,000 radio receivers were
counted in Korea in 1960, which grew to some
1,380,000 sets at the end of 1965; during the same
period domestic listening in Thailand jumped from
250,000 to 1,600,000 receivers. The spread of
radio listening in Asian countries is mainly due to
the marketing of transistor receivers. The above
examples and figures, however, can give only a
slight and somewhat wrong idea of the present
situation of radio broadcasting in Asia. The num-
ber of receivers is relatively small compared to
the population in each country. As will be seen
from Chart No.1 only seven countries out of 20
reach the percentage of five sets per 100 inhab-
itants which, in the view of Unesco, is a minimum for
adequate coverage. In certain countries, how-
ever, the shortage of receivers is compensated to
a limited extent by the organization of listening
groups, some of which make a significant contri-
bution to mass education campaigns. It is in this
connexion that radio broadcasting in India fulfils

important tasks in social education, community
and national development, although the total
4,315,242 receivers in the country do not repre-
sent more than 0.9 sets per 100 people. The
highest percentage is to be found in Japan (20.4
sets per 100).

Some Asian broadcasting systems must serve
large populations using no generally-accepted com-
mon language. All India Radio, which provides
programmes for 440 million people, broadcasts h
51 languages and 82 tribal dialects.

In general, most broadcasting progress has
been made in transmission. Japan, for example,
has 400 transmitters, compared with 195 in 1953;
Iran, 22 (5 in 1953); and the Philippines, 127 (9
in 1953). China has 68 radio stations as compared
with 16 in Iran. Korea has an intricate wired
radio system with "some 17,000 speakers" scattered
through the villages. These are served by some
4,000 amplifying units. However, the density of
coverage is frequently very unequal between urban
centres and rural regions.

As for television, although the number of
transmitters in Asia has increased from 1 to 170
since 1950, many stations are still experimental
and few outside Japan can be viewed by people who
do not live in major cities or their surroundings.

Furthermore, 127 main stations are concentrated
in Japan which also operates 92 auxiliary and 4
experimental stations. It is also Japan which has
the highest rate of reception as far as television is
concerned, with some 17,500,000 sets, or 17.8
per 100 people. The next ranking Asian
countries are Thailand, with 250,000 receiv-
ers (0.83 per 100 people) and the Philippines,

Note: The information in this report has been obtained through questionnaires sent by Unesco to broad-
casting services in Asian Member States, prior to the "Meeting on broadcasting in the service of
education and development in Asia", as well as through written and verbal reports by participants
at the meeting.

In addition, Unesco publications and reports on previous meetings, as well as articles and other
publications, have been consulted to complement the information.
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with 200,000 television sets (0.66 per 100
people),

The majority of radio broadcasting services
are owned and operated by government depart-
ments and financed from public revenues and/or
the collection of licence fees and frequently also
from commercial revenues. In addition, there
are commercial broadcasting organizations in
China, Japan, Korea and the Philippines.

In television, the picture is reversed, and the
majority of Asian countries have some form of
commercial operation. This may be due particu-
larly to the higher cost of television and its greater
potential impact. Television is government-
owned and non-commercial in Cambodia, India,
Indonesia and Malaysia. NHK also operates on a
non-commercial basis, but is in competition with
important commercial networks. Elsewhere,
too, publicly-owned or government stations com-
pete with commercial broadcasting or operate
themselves (as in Pakistan and Thailand) on

commercial lines. Iran has, as of this date only a
privately-owned commercial, television network.

Asian broadcasting services are operated by
relatively well-qualified technicians and program-
me producers. However, the number of radio and
television specialists is still small compared with
the needs, and training programmes are being en-
visaged or run in some of these countries. In
many cases, moreover, this personnel operates
under difficult conditions, owing largely to a lack
of adequate equipment. But there already exist
good schools within and outside the countries for
staff training, and in some cases on-the-job train
ing systems provide for more qualified radio and
television staff. This personnel, however, is
rarely specialized in educational programming or
educational programme reception, which does not
enable radio and television to play their role ef-
ficiently as educational media in countries where
mass education is more and more becoming the
answer to illiteracy and underdevelopment.

Chart No. 1

Country Population Radio
Receivers

per 100 TV
Receivers

per 100

Afghanistan 13,800,000 40,000 0.29

Burma 24,200,000 256,852 1.06

Cambodia 6,000,000 300,000 5 6,000 0.1

Ceylon 10,624,507 619,000 3.93

China 12,429,083 1,270,126 10.21 45,661 0.36

India 440,000,000 4,315,242 0.9 2,000 0.0004

Indonesia 96,000,000 823,000 0.9 40,000 0.04

Iran 22,523,039 1,600,000 7.1 100,250 0.4

Japan 97,960,000 19,982,835 20.4 17,502,542 17.8

Korea 27,763,000 1,379,934 4.9 50,000 0.1

Laos 4,000,000 50,000 1.25

Malaysia 7,500,000 322,123 4.29 114,000 1.52

Mongolia 937,000 25,000 2.3

Nepal 9,500,000 40,000 0.42

Pakistan 98,612,000 871,000 0.8 14,000 0.002

Philippines 30,241,000 1,225,000 4 200,000 0.66

Singapore 1,800,000 148,000 5 68,659 2.6

Thailand 30,000,000 1,610,000 5.3 250,000 0.83

Viet-Nam 14,000,000 150,000 1
ON 4
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II. TIIE STATE OF EDUCATIONAL
BROADCASTING

Many Asian broadcasting services have broadcast
educational programmes over their networks. In
some of the countries, school and out-of-school
education by radio or television is regularly pro-
grammed and the percentage of these educational
broadcasts compared with the total broadcasting
time is in some cases very high. The following
gives an account of the present state of educational
broadcasting in various Member States.

TIME DEVOTED TO EDUCATIONAL
BROADCASTS

Burma: The Burma Broadcasting Service
devotes nearly three hours to education and as
much to national development every week. As far
as school education by radio is concerned, special
attention is paid to the use of broadcasting in sec-
ondary schools (25% of the total educational radio
time) and in vocational training (28%). Out-of-
school education consists of programmes on rural
development (32%), civics (37%), the populariza-
tion of science and art (23%), health and hygiene
(8%).

Ceylon: In Ceylon there are 46 hours of edu-
cational broadcasts on the air weekly, out of a total
of 245 hours of national broadcasting per week.
The programmes deal with both school and out-of-
school education. Primary schools are given 11%

of the educational broadcasting time, while sec-
ondary programmes cover 45.5%. Teacher train-
ing (11%) and university teaching (3.5%) are other
subjects dealt with by educational broadcasting.
Radio Ceylon also produces programmes designed
for adult education. These concern rural develop-
ment (five hours per week, or 11% of the time
devoted to such educational programmes) health
and hygiene, literacy teaching, civics, and the
popularization of science and art for general
audiences.

China: The Educational Broadcasting Station
in Taipei, Taiwan, transmits 70 hours per week
of programmes serving education and national de-
velopment. The broadcasts are designed for pri-
mary school education (10%), secondary schools
(30%), vocational training and teacher training;
university teaching programmes held 10% of the
total broadcasting time. Adult education broad-
casts include health and hygiene, literacy program-
mes, civics, and popularization of science and
art for general audiences.

India: For the students in schools and colleges
broadcasting has not only to supplement the class-
room education, but to provide a sense of purpose
and direction so that students grow upto be respon-
sible members of society. Of 367 radio hours
of educational programmes per week All India
Radio devotes, however, only 17% to school broad-
casts, as the main emphasis in educational radio
broadcasting is now on out-of-school programmes.

The use of radio broadcasting for adult edu-
cation in India finds its most important expression
in the "Rural Radio Forums". Special mention
of these will be made later in this paper, when
group reception is dealt with. Besides, All India
Radio operates an experimental television station
in New Delhi which also broadcasts the school
television service . It was inaugurated in September
1959, as part of a Unesco-AIR project to studythe
impact of television as an educational aid. One-
hour programmes, designed for communityviewing,
have been transmitted twice a week since 1960.
They are mainly informative and educational in
character and include illustrated talks, interviews,
discussions, documentary films, ballet and light
and classical music.

All India Radio's school television service
was started in 1961. Its 16 hours per week carry
instructional programmes to students in middle
and higher secondary classes in Delhi. These
television lessons are part of the established cur-
riculum and cover physics, chemistry, general
science, English and social studies.

Japan: The oldest broadcasting service in
Asia is that of the Japanese Broadcasting Corpora-
tion NHK, the Fortieth Anniversary of which was
celebrated in 1965. NHK's educational program-
mes were started in 1935. Today, over 99% of all
schools are equipped with radio receivers. Radio
school programmes are broadcast to primary
schools (12%), secondary schools (20%) and uni-
versities (8%). Also vocational training (1% of
the total educational time) and pre-school educa-
tion (1 %) are dealt with by radio. Besides, a
number of programmes on subjects relating to
national development are broadcast . Ruraldevelop-
ment (10% of the total educational time), health
and hygiene (5%), civics (22%), popularization of
science and art for general audiences may be men-
tioned. School broadcasts and out-of-school pro-
grammes are transmitted through three radio
networks: Radio 1st Network devotes 9% of its
transmission time to education: Radio 2nd Network
broadcasts 54.6% of educational programmes; the
third Network is an FM one, which gives 19.7%
of its time to educational programmes.

Two NHK television networks broadcast educa-
tional programmes: 12h 30 min. or 9.9% a week
in the General Television Network, and 85h 35
mins. or 81.6% in the educational television net-
work (1). School programmes on television are
designed for pre-school education (10%), primary
school education (15%), secondary school education
(20%), vocational training (3%), teacher training
(2%) and university teaching (5%). As for out-of-
school education, the distribution is as follows:
rural development (5%), health and hygiene (2%),
civics (25%), popularization of science and art for
general audiences (15%).

(1) These figures do not include the educational
television programmes in colour as do the
figures shown in Chart No. 4.



Laos: Six hours per week are devoted to edu-
cational broadcasts. Half of this programme time
consists of school broadcasts, aimed so far only
at primary schools. Extension to secondary
schools is envisaged. The other half is devoted
to adult education, rxwering such subjects as rural
development, health and hygiene and civics in
equal parts (10%), popularization of science (5%)
and literacy programmes (10%). Considerable
extension and improvement of educational broad-
casts, particularly to schools, are foreshadowed
in a three-phase plan. In its last phase the plan
provides for the extension of school broadcasts to
secondary schools, treating in its daily two-hour
transmissions such subjects as French and English
lessons, literature of the world, economics for
advanced students, and current affairs of Laos and
South East Asia.

In Malaysia, a "pilot project on educational
television" was organized by the television ser-
vice in 1965. The latter project consisted of ten
half-hour lessons on Form II science, telecast to
some 100 Malaysian schools. The service in-
tends to double the number of lessons in 1966 and
to conduct a survey to assess the usefulness of
the project. In the meanwhile, about eight hours
per week are devoted to television programmes
serving national development, comprising rural
development (50%), health and hygLene (10%),
literacy teaching (5%) , civics (10%), art and science
(25%), while other broadcasts are produced for
secondary school education. Also radio program-
mes for schools are regularly transmitted. A
total of five hours a week is produced to serve
educational purposes.

In Mongolia some 31 hours of educational
radio programmes are broadcast every week,
covering a wide range from pre-school education
to university teaching. Efforts, however, are
particularly concentrated on primary (8%) and
secondary school education (6.4%). Rural de-
velopment (24.1%) and other aspects of adult edu-
cation, such as health and hygiene, civics, and
the popularization of science and art (12.9%) are
also areas in which radio broadcasting plays a
leading part.

Radio Nepal has no specially organized edu-
cational service, but a number of broadcasts are
conceived in a way to provide educational materials
to listeners.

In the Philippines the government radio net-
work, the Philippine Broadcasting Service, broad-
casts educational radio programmes concerned
with rural development or the popularization of
science and art for general audiences. In addition,
it provides school broadcasts in joint partnership
with the Bureau of Public Schools for a total of
61/2 hours of programmes a week. Of this, 72%
is for elementary school education, 16%for teacher
training, .08% for out-of-school education, and
.04% for the pre-school level. All these broad-
casts are aired over the seven medium-wave and
two short-wave stations constituting the Philippine
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Broadcasting Service Network.
Educational television is under the auspices

of the Metropolitan Educational Television As-
sociation (META), Inc., an association composed
of educational institutions, both public and private,
as well as government agencies having a stake in
the development of this medium. The Director of
Public Schools is chairman of the Board of
Directors. U sing the facilities of the closed-circuit
television system of the Ateneo University, the
META produces programmes for secondary schools,
which are aired on a commercial station. These
programmes are received by more than 50 public
and private high schools in the Greater Manila
area and the neighbouring provinces. The main
objective of the programme is to introduce and
establish the use of television for in-school in-
struction in the Philippines.

In Pakistan, radio is entirely a public service
organization. The broadcasting policy of Radio
Pakistan, as announced by the Minister of Informa-
tion and Broadcasting, states that "radio time is
people's time and must be used in the best inter-
ests of the people" in order to serve education and
socio-economic development. In a country of
100 million people, where literacy is approximately
only 25 per cent, and where 80 per cent of the
population lives in villages inaccessible to printed
matter, radio has to assume the functions of edu-
cator, informer, and socio-economic reformer.
It is estimated that five million people regularly
listen to one or other programme of Radio Paki-
stan.

Pakistan is experiencing what may be termed
an education explosion. To meet educational needs,
ill-equipped schools are springing up and ill-
equipped teachers are taking charge of students.
To help the educator in his difficult task, Radio
Pakistan is broadcasting direct instructional and
enrichment programmes. At present, seven regional
stations of Radio Pakistan are putting out 210
minutes of school broadcasts on all working days.
They are imparting direct instruction based on the
school curriculum in 6 subjects, i.e. history,
geography, general sciences, civics, home eco-
nomics and health and hygiene, and are teaching in
three languages, namely, Urdu, Bengali and
English. In addition to these programmes, all
stations of Radio Pakistan broadcast college and
university programmes and it is proposed to start
a 30 minute daily programme for the university
students from Lahore and Dacca.

In 1965, the radio authorities established a
Directorate of Educational Broadcasts at the
Directorate-General of Radio Pakistan, which in-
dicates the importance attached to this field of
broadcasting.

As to television in Pakistan, a beginning was
made late in the year 1964 with the setting up of
two stations at each provincial capital, Dacca in
East Pakistan and Lahore in West Pakistan. This
marks the first step towards the introduction of a
General Purpose Television Service in Pakistan.



Each station is producing approximately 18 hours
of programming a week. The programmes consist
of informative talks, features, news commentaries,
interviews, sports, music, plays and programmes
for special audiences e.g. women, children and
youth. 35% of the programmes are recorded
material and 65% live. The programmes also in-
clude an average of 10 minutes of advertisingtime
per hour. The transmitting of strength of each
station is 300 watts, with an effective radiating
power of 550 watts each.

Singapore. Two new television studios are
now being completed at the Teachers' Training
College, Singapore. The purposes of these studios
are:

(a) to originate closed-circuit transmissions
with the college campus as part of teacher-
training programmes;

(b) to record school programmes and have
these transmitted via T.V. Singapura's (Ministry
of Culture) transmissions service.

The educational television service will be run
by the Ministry of Education. Production of both
closed-circuit and schools' programmes will be
centred at the expanded Audio-visual Unit of the
college. The closed-circuit facilities (including
a mobile unit) within the college will be used to
record and relay lectures, demonstrations and
special programmes for about 14 subject depart-
ments of the college and for classroom teaching

observations and child study sessions.
The Ministry of Education of the Government

of Thailand owns and operates a radio station
which, since 1954, has broadcast to home listen-
ers and teachers, and since 1958, to schools.
Numerous difficulties, however, impede the effec-
tiveness of the station, among which the competi-
tion from other, commercial stations, with
powerful transmitters, appears to be the most
serious. At present the Ministry of Education is
looking forward to the installation of a new 10kw
transmitter. Another problem, since the creation
of educational radio in Thailand, arose with
schedules. Schools do not observe the same time-
tables, and when two subjects are broadcast con-
secutively, there is often insufficient time to move
a receiver or shift students from classroom to
classroom. This problem was met by broadcasting
each programme four times a week at different
hours. Programmes are designed for primary
(43%) and secondary school education (18%) as well
as teacher training. Other broadcasts deal with
health and hygiene, or with literacy teaching,
civics, popularization of science and art for gen-
eral audiences.

The following tables (Charts Nos. 2, 3 and 4)
will give an idea of the amount of pre-school,
school and out-of-school educational programmes
broadcast in some Asian countries, in comparison
with the total broadcasting time, in hours per week.

Radio Chart No. 2
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Radio Chart No. 3

Country

Adult Education
Percentage of Educational Programmes

Rural
Development

Health
and Hygiene

Literacy
Programmes Civics

Popularization
of Science

Burma 32 8 37 23

Ceylon 11 2 5 3.5 7.5

China 5 2.5 5 5

India 55 10 10 15

Japan 10 5 22 20

Laos 10 10 15 10 5

Mongolia 24.1 1.6 3.2 12.9

Pakistan* 46.8 10.5 10.5 10.5

Thailand 1 6 10 15

Nine regional a ons

Television Chart No. 4
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CO-OPERATION BETWEEN BROADCASTING
ORGANIZATIONS AND GOVERNMENT BODIES

In Burma, educational programmes are planned
with the Ministry of Education, while national de-
velopment programmes are planned in conjunction
with the government departments concerned, such
as the Agricultural and Rural Development Cor-
poration, Health, Department, Union of Burma
Sports and Physical Education Committee, etc.
Co-ordination is assured through a School Broad-
casting Advisory Committee.

In Ceylon, rural broadcasts are planned and
instituted in conjunction with the departments of
Agriculture, Health, Land Development, etc.
Some of these departments have set up publicity
divisions to handle radio broadcasts. School pro-
grammes are planned on the advice of education-
alists drawn from the Department of Education.
Co-ordination between broadcasting and the
administration is maintained in various ways:
(i) through advisory committees; (ii) through
interdepartmental consultation; and (iii) on direct
application made by other departments for specific
projects.

The educational broadcasting station in China
plans its programmes of language teaching (Ger-
man, French and Spanish) within the framework
of overall educational planning which aims at ex-
tending European languages in China. The station,
on the other hand, has an Educational Programme
Design Committee composed of college professors,
school-teachers, sponsors of specific programmes,
officers of the Ministry of Education, etc. The
committee co-ordinates the activities of the station
and the administration in charge of school and
adult education and of national development.

In Japan, NHK's school broadcasts, agricul-
tural programmes, and other educational broad-
casts are planned and produced in close contact
with the Ministry of Education, Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry and other governmental
agencies concerned. Experts of these government-
al agencies are members of a committee for the
planning and production of educational programmes.

Rural broadcasts in Nepal are made in con-
junction with the government development projects.
General and adult education programmes areplan-
ned and produced by the Department of Education
under the supervision of Radio Nepal. National
development broadcasts are run by Radio Nepal
itself. Its programme section deals with all
specific programmes including educational ones.

In Thailand, the school radio programmes are
planned in conjunction with the national scheme of
P'lucation which forms part of the overall national
development programme.

GROUP RECEPTION

The production of educational broadcasts must be
planned together with the organization of group
reception in order to assure the effectiveness of

the programmes despite the lack of radio or tele-
vision receivers. In some Asian countries, re-
ception groups have been formed as from the very
beginning of educational broadcasting. School
programmes are received through group listening
and some radio and television stations keep closely
in contact with their school audiences.

In Ceylon, reception groups have been organ-
ized in two different ways: (a) clubs, formed in
a particular district for a given period under the
immediate supervision of the agriculture depart-
ment, for the purpose of intensifying agricultural
promotion; (b) rural listener clubs, formed on an
all-island basis, with a view to giving rural lis-
teners the opportunity to participate in rural pro-
grammes. Reception groups channel their questions
and comments, through the agricultural department
representative, or through the rural programme
producers who periodically tour the various
districts. Apart from this, there is direct com-
munication between reception groups and station
producers. Apart from the above types of group
listening, schools and training colleges also have
reception groups and they are guided in their lis-
tening by the schools service time-tables issued
to them.

In China, the educational broadcasting station
at Taipei makes a survey of audience opinion every
year. This provides the principal material to help
the programming progress, but there is no group
reception organized within the educational broad-
casting system.

India, a well known example of group reception
is given by the Indian rural radio forums, which
started some ten years ago and have made steady
progress ever since. At present, some 12,500
rural radio forums are functioning in India. The
following main reception groups have also been or-
ganized: community listening groups for listeners
in tribal areas; industrial listener forums for
industrial workers; lister.ing clubs for women;
listening clubs for childrel; secondary school
listening groups; university students' listening
groups.

This form of community listening encourages,
at the listening end, discussion of the programmes
broadcast, followed by communication of comments
and suggestions to the radio station. The process
exercises a direct influence on the planning and
production of programmes in accordance with the
listeners' comments or preferences expressed.

In Japan, some 40,000 primary and lower
secondary schools belong to the National Associa-
tion for Research on Educational Broadcasts, which
is organized voluntarily by teachers who utilize
school broadcasts. Besides, many listeners and
viewers belongtothe women's classes (24, 000)
which are organized to utilize NHK's women's
programmes, and agricultural groups who utilize
agricultural broadcast programmes. The National
Association, women's classes and broadcast agri-
cultural groups hold their respective study meet-
ings and courses for training leaders. The results
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of such meetings and courses are reflected in the
production of NHK's educational programmes.

In Thailand a number of schools have been
selected which are requested to fill in a question-
naire after listening to each broadcast and return
it to the division of educational information. More-
over, seminars and conferences for educational
authorities, supervisors and teachers are held at
regular intervals all over tho country, which give
the programme specialists an opportunity to hear
the comments of the audience. There is, however,
no such organization in the Thai television service.

III. THE PRINCIPAL NEEDS

One of the most pressing needs, in many Asian
Member States, seems to be the training of edu-
cational broadcasters. While general broadcasting
can benefit from the qualifications and experience
of good specialists, from both the programming
and the technical points of view, education by radio
and television very often is conducted either by
educationists with no background in broadcasting,
or by radio and television producers whose experi-
ience in teaching is insufficient. Occasionally,
however, there are national or regional training
courses organized with a view to developing edu-
cational broadcast production. In some countries
such courses are replaced by the provision of fel-
lowships for studies abroad.

One of the questions that Unesco asked Asian
broadcasting services prior to this meeting relates
to staff training. "What provisions are made for
training in educational broadcasting: (a) training
of producers for educationalprogrammes; (b) train-
ing in the use of educational programmes (teachers
discussion leaders, etc.) ." Below are quotations
from answers to this question:

Burma. There is no particular provision as
such for educational programmes. However,
government scholarships are given to staff mem-
bers to study broadcasting in general at the BBC,
Radio Australia or NHK.

Ceylon. At the moment there is no training
scheme for producers of educational programmes
except for occasional offers from friendly coun-
tries like Japan for participation in seminars and
discussions. There is no scheme of training in
the use of educational programmes, owing to lack
of staff.

China. Some colleges have a department of
broadcasting where most of the educational radio
producers are trained. In addition, regular on-
the-job training helps to increase the number of
specialists.

India. All India Radio runs two staff schools,
one for the programme staff and the other for the
technical staff. Staff training school (programmes)
provides training to newly-appointed producers
and programme staff, as well as refresher courses
for those already in service. All India Radio or-
ganizes courses in "Radio in education" in the
teacher-training schools. Special seminars of
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teachers and members of the staff are also or-
ganized at All India Radio stations to exchange
views and to discuss the aims and objectives of
educational broadcasts, such as classroom utiliza-
tion of educational broadcasts, planning of pro-
grammes, their assessment and evaluation.

Japan. Training of NHK's producers of edu-
cational programmes is conducted at NHK's central
training institute. NHK also accepts trainees from
countries of South East Asia, Africa and other
regions. Leaders and teachers are trained at
study meetings and training courses of the national
association for the research of educational broad-
casts.

Laos. One producer is being trained at the
BBC, one producer is untrained, three former
teachers are working full-time as editors but they
do not have any training in radio production, two
untrained editors are working part-time, the
speaker/actor has also no formal training.

Malaysia television. Producers are being sent
overseas to specialized training centres like CETO,
NHK, CBC and Australia. Training in the use of
educational programmes is not being done yet, but
it is proposed to hold seminars with teachers
during the school holidays to acquaint them with
the use of these media.

Mongolia. Special provision is made in State
plans to train national specialists, among them
specialists in radio broadcasting with an education-
al background.

Nepal. Nepal does not have regular training
in educational broadcasting, but sometimes of-
ficers are sent abroad to more developed radio
stations for observation tours and bring back in-
formation on new techniques of educational
programmes.

Pakistan. Among the problems to be solved
are:
(1) How to motivate the class teacher to utilize
school broadcasts.
(2) How to get resources for printing advance
school broadcast schedules and teacher guides.
(3) How to organize reception where classes
have no separate rooms.
(4) How to organize reception in one-teacher
schools.
(5) How to organize reception in overcrowded
schools.
(6) How to survey scientifically the extent of
school broadcasts utilization.
(7) How to organize a regular system of feed-
back.

Philippines. There is no provision for formal
training in educational broadcasting.

Thailand. Producers are trained on the job
as well as at some institutions in more advanced
countries, e.g., the ABC, NHK, the BBC and
several universities in the United States of America.
Seminars and courses are organized for teachers
and education supervisors in different parts of
the country. Instructions on the use of broadcasts
to schools are published in handbook form. Three



times a week, talks are given on the radio in a
programme called "Teacher's Hour".

The training of qualified staff, therefore, is
most urgent for many broadcasting organizations
in Asia and, in particular, to their education pro-
gramme departments. This problem is very
important because broadcasting programmes are
expected to serve the principal needs of society.

Asian broadcasting services have particularly
specified the following needs in education and
development which radio and television are expected
to meet.

Ceylon. The principal needs in education
which radio is expected to meet are: broadcasting
to schools and training colleges as a supplement-
ary medium; language teaching; broadcasting to
universities, based on the university syllabuses;
adult education through programmes intended in
particular for listeners in rural areas, on agri-
culture, industry, rural development, health and
hygiene, national development, art, and first prin-
ciples of science.

China. To extend school education in order to
solve the present problem of deficiency in faculty
and scarcity of classrooms, to eliminate illiteracy
and advance the national standard of civilization,
to enlighten the general public on the national heri-
tage and help them enhance their knowledge.

India. Elimination of poverty and illiteracy,
developing an agro-industrial economy and bring-
ing about national integration and solidarity; for
the students in schools and colleges, not only to
supplement classroom education but provide a sense
of purpose and direction so that they grow up to be
responsible members of society; for the villages
with their multiplicity of dialects, customs and
traditions, broadcasting has to be a guide in their
daily profession of farming as well as the source
of entertainment and of much-needed relaxation
after their hard day's labour; other segments of
the community, such as industrial workers, tribal
populations, children and women, have an equally
important need for education and development, and
for all of these broadcasting has to provide special
programmes and services.

Japan. Radio and television are playing a
great role in promoting equal educational oppor-
tunities and in raising the educational level of the
people.

Laos. In view of the lack of enough qualified
primary school teachers, radio is expected to sup-
plement instruction in such basic subjects as arith-
metic, elementary science, hygiene, agriculture,
history and geography. It could provide material
and documentation in such fields as ethics and music.
Radio can develop a sense of unity among school-
children living in remote villages and strengthen
their sense of perception of the outside world.

For adults, radio programmes could render
useful service in the fields of literacy, agriculture,
health, sense of national unity and religion.

Malaysia. Television is expected to provide
good educational programmes intended for schools

in the form of straight instruction, as well as a
supplement for the classroom work of the teacher.
In the field of national development, it will pro-
vide the people with information and is also ex-
pected to arouse their desire to help themselves.

Mongolia. Mongolian radio services attach
great importance to the raising of cultural and
educational standards by popularizing the achieve-
ments of world science, art and culture. At
present, efforts are being made to apply these
educational and cultural aspects of radio broadcast-
ing to the task of the new national development
plan of 1966-1970.

Nepal. Radio is expected to help in educating
the people in various ways: programmes for
schools, including lessons in the curriculum, pro-
grammes to teachers in the classrooms, etc.

Pakistan. The complexity of undertaking a
television project might be summarized as follows:

(a) Time involved in the survey, selection
and acquisition of sites.

(b) Availability of trained personnel to man
television stations. Each station would require at
least 90 programme and engineering personnel.

(c) Shortage of trained and experienced de-
signers and planning engineers.

(d) Delay in the procurement of equipment
for television stations,

Philippines. Television in the Philippines is
expected to assist in filling the gaps in the present
education and training programmes for critically-
needed manpower through classroom type pro-
grammes, which will help intensify education,
supplement instruction of children at the elementary,
primary and secondary levels, complement the
college curriculum and raise the literacy rate of
the people. It will also bridge the gap between the
need for competent teachers and the resources
available through mass instruction. Other needs
that television is expected to meet are disease
prevention, health promotion, and the development
of cultural activities, e.g., through concerts and
drama. Its assistance in community development
through civic-oriented type programmes is one of
the most important aspects of its utilization in
education . It is, finally, expected to discuss issues
of national concern and attempts at reform by the
government, as they affect the nation's objectives,
for the purpose of soliciting the co-operation of the
people.

Radio broadcasting, although less effective
than television where in-school instruction and
educational programmes are concerned, can reach
a wider audience; its function is to develop an en-
lightened and co-operative citizenry through broad-
casts of an educational and informational character.

Thailand. Dissemination of information;
literacy programmes, promoting public awareness
of trends in development; supplying broader edu-
cational background; training and upgrading of
teachers and balancing their inadequacy in special-
ized fields; popularization of science and art - these
are the various needs that radio and television are
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expected to meet, though the latter medium is
still at an exploratory and experimental stage.

The above answers show that many Asian
broadcasting services have similar needs and
problems, the solution to which may be partially
envisaged on a regional basis. More details of
these issues are given in the last part of the pre-
sent document, which will deal with the outlook
for the future and the main problems impeding in-
tensified use of broadcasting for education and
development.

IV. THE OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE

The last question ("What is the outlook for the
future and what are the main problems impeding
intensified use of broadcasting for education and
development? ") brought in these answers:

Afghanistan. Afghanistan is in the process of
starting a special broadcasting programme for
schools in co-operation between the Ministry of
Education and the Ministry of Culture and Infor-
mation.

School broadcasting will help to fulfil the
following tasks:

(1) Provide in-service and pre-service train-
ing for teachers;

(2) enrich and supplement the work of the
teacher in the classroom;

(3) provide direct teaching, following the
general outline of the syllabus;

(4) improve opportunities for adult education.
Burma. The Burma broadcasting service in-

tends to expand its programmes as soon as possible.
One factor which impedes the intensified use of
broadcasting is the lack of sufficient numbers of
radio receivers, particularly in schools.

Ceylon. The main problems impeding intensi-
fied use of broadcasting for education and develop-
ment are: (i) lack of equipment and personnel for
closer contact with listeners and listening groups;
(ii) lack of trained personnel who have specialized
in the techniques of broadcasting for educational
development. Most of our trained broadcasters
have gone through the general course offered by
the BBC, which of course is limited to general
theory and practice of broadcasting; (iii) the
amount of co-ordination, particularly with recep-
tion groups in rural broadcasting and with schools,
is insufficient.

China. In the near future, the educational
broadcasting station in Taipei will set up a pro-
vince-wide network which can help in solving the
problems of shortage of teaching staff and lack of
classrooms, which are caused by increase in
population. The main problems impeding the in-
tensified use of broadcasting fo.h. ,duc n and
development are of a budgetary na re.

The Broadcasting Corporation of China has
the intention and willingness to step up programmes
in the field of education and development but hiring
capable personnel, increasing radio power and
printing textbooks all cost money to carry out.
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India. For a country with gigantic problems
of illiteracy and social transformation, broadcast-
ing is the only source of information, education
and entertainment for large numbers of people in
vast areas who are sometimes without any other
means of contact or communication. Development
of broadcasting is linked with the economic plans
of the country as a whole. The fourth five-year
plan will begin in April 1966. Some of the targets
which All India Radio will seek to achieve through
this plan are:
Radio

(1) Coverage of at least 95% of the country
for the programme service on medium wave.

(2) Improvement and expansion of the meagre
programme production and staff training facilities.

(3) Extensive and intensive service for rural
audiences. In order to achieve this the duration
of rural broadcasts which was 30 to 45 minutes
per day, was raised to 11/2-2 hours by 15 August
1965. A new "Farm and home unit" was created
to disseminate scientific information with regard
to agricultural activities.

(4) Provision of at least one community
reception set for each of the 568,000 villages in
India (at the moment there are about 200,000 com-
munity receivers).

Individual listening can grow only when a
person of modest means is in a position to buy a
receiver; thus All India Radio is faced with a two-
fold problem: to expand and increase community
listening and, at the same time, to provide for
the day when individual listening becomes univer-
sal.

(5) Provision for increased activities in
audience research to find out actual listener pre-
ferences. Just recently listener research units
were set up at the headquarters of All India Radio
as well as at the regional stations.
Television

In the fourth five-year plan provision has been
made for the setting-up of television studios in
four major cities, viz. Bombay, Calcutta, Madras
and Kanpur. An adequate supply of television sets
as well as technical equipment are the immediate
needs and as soon as these facilities are available
All India Radio will launch two projects through
television: (a) a literacy campaign; and (b) farm
education.

Japan. Educational broadcasts are expected
to be developed further in the sense that such
broadcasts help to promote equal educational op-
portunities, raise the level of education and miti-
gate the shortage of teachers. One problem which
hinders the use and development of educational
broadcasts is the fact that radio and television
receivers have not yet been installed in all schools
and educational institutions, In Japan, there is
a problem in the relationship between the formula-
tion of school curricula and the arrangement of
subjects for school broadcasts. It is therefore
desirable that courses in audio-visual education
be established in teachers, colleges and in the



education departments of universities, so as to
raise the interest of future teachers in educational
broadcasts.

Laos. The improvement of educational broad-
casting is envisaged in three phases:

(1) Extension of the daily services from one
to two hours and the hiring of more staff.

(2) One and a half hours of educational pro-
grammes every morning for secondary schools.

(3) Extension of school programmes from one
and a half hours to two hours daily.

The main handicaps are the lack of trained
staff and the difficulty in communicating directly
with schools which receive the programmes. It
is also difficult to establish effective maintenance
services and to provide for spare parts.

Malaysia . The lack of good television teacher s
and writers who understand the use of the medium
and the lack of funds are the main problems which
impede the intensified use of broadcasting for edu-
cation and development, but the outlook for the
future is very good because all concerned are en-
thusiastic about their work.

Mongolia. Radio broadcasting is steadily im-
proving and plans are under wayto build Mongolia's
first tele-centre in the near future.

Nepal. A 100kw high-power transmitter will
be installed in the near future which will enable
broadcasting hours to be extended and reception to
be improved throughout the country. More re-
ceiving sets are necessary for schools and institu-
tions and when these two problems have been solved
school programmes will be broadcast more
effectively.

Pakistan. The plan for the General Purpose
Television Service in the country has been so worked
out that strain on foreign exchange resources is
avoided as far as possible. It is for this reason
that the proposed Television Corporation will be
authorized by government to accept equity participa-
tion by foreign firms engaged in equipment manufac-
ture andprogrammeproduction, so as to meet a
substantial part of the requirements in equipment and
programming without expenditure in foreign exchange.
The majority of shares in the Television Corporation
will, of course, be held by the government. It is
hoped that the Corporation will attain self-sufficiency
through sale of advertising time, which has been
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fixed at a maximum of 10 minutes per hour.
Philippines. Organization of reception groups

is the next important task. The main problem im-
peding the intensified use of radio for instructional
type programmes is the fact that such programmes
can only be really effective with the help of audio-
visual aids. A centre for educational television
at Ateneo University was established two years ago
and the services of the Ateneo closed-circuit tele-
vision network have been extended beyondthis net-
work in as many as 50 public and private high
schools in the greater Manila area by the Metropolitan
Educational Television Association Inc.

The benefits and the need for educational
television has been demonstrated to Philippine
educators and the future of ETV in the country is
certainly assured. A survey of ETV in South East
Asian countries has already started.

The main problems impeding the intensified
use of television for education and development is
finance and the lack of competent teachers and
specialized personnel. It is believed, however,
that with the continued support of Philippine edu-
cators and of civic-minded individuals, organiza-
tions and financial institutions in the country and
abroad, educational television in the Philippines
will forge ahead to become a valuable tool in
educational and national development.

Thailand. The main problem impeding the
intensified use of television for education in this
country is the fact that the people are not yet fully
prepared for the potentialities of this medium. To
use television effectively in schools a full under-
standing of the possibilities, and limitations of the
medium on the part of those who make and usethe
programmes is essential. The outlook for the
future is very hopeful and the use of television in
schools is envisaged within two years from now.

The answers to the questionnaire show that the
concept of using radio and television for education
and national development is gaining support among
broadcasters, educators and development specialists
but that the main limitations are financial and
budgetary. The situation can be summed up in a
sentence contained in one of the replies to the
questionnaire:

"The potentialities of broadcasting are limit-
less, but the resources are not".
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FINAL REPORT OF THE MEETING ON BROADCASTING
IN THE SERVICE OF EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN ASIA

INTRODUCTION

1. The Meeting on Broadcasting in the Service
of Education and Development in Asia was convened
by Unesco at Bangkok, Thailand, 16-23 May 1966,
under the United Nations Development Programme
(Technical Assistance Sector).

2. The Meeting was attended by 38 participants
and 8 specialists in the fields of broadcasting and
education from 18 countries of the region. It was
also attended by 8 representatives of the United
Nations and the Specialized Agencies and by 12 ob-
servers from Member States outside the region and
non-governmental organizations.

3. The Meeting was inaugurated by H.E. Mr .
Mom Luang Pin Malakul, Minister of Education of
Thailand. The following Bureau was elected:

Lt. Gen. Kricha Punnakanta (Thailand),
Chairman

Mr. Aziz Hamid (Afghanistan), Vice-Chairman
Mr. K.S. Mullick (India), Vice-Chairman
Mr. P.S. Raman (Singapore), Rapporteur
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Mr. Bounthamaly (Laos), Chairman, Working
Group No.1

Mr. Masud Qureshi (Pakistan), Chairman,
Working Group No.2

4. In seven plenary sessions and four sessions
each of the two working parties, the Meeting dis-
cussed the role of broadcasting in economic and
educational development. It concluded that radio
and television have a vital contribution to make and

. that this should be fully recognizedthrough integra-
tion into national plans, priorities and allocations
for social, educational and economic development.

5. So that governments, and their authorities
concerned with social and educational development
planning, may draw the best advantages from
broadcasting, the Meeting unanimously adopted the
following Conclusions and Recommendations:

* See list of participants in Annex



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

THE NEW APPROACH

6. Development is the key-note of the countries
of Asia, even though they have reached varying
stages ranging from insufficiently developed coun-
tries up to highly developed societies. In general,
Asian countries face serious problems created by
low levels of national income and consumption,
inadequate productivity, underdevelopment of edu-
cation, high rates of illiteracy, low standards of
health and a general apathy of the people who are
poorly motivated.

7. These problems are of massive dimensions
in a region of large and rapidly increasing popula-
tions. The developing countries of Asia have now
a population of 935 million which is estimated to
increase to 1,370 million by 1980.

8. in the last two decades Asian nations have
made progress in coping with these problems, and
there are signs of valiant achievements consider-
ing the size of the problems. Nevertheless, if we
are to eliminate speedily the struggling poverty of
the people of the region progress should be more
rapid.

9. Experience has shown that the human factor
is crucial in development. Unless the quality of
its productivity is increased, all'the material in-
vestment that may be made will prove ineffective.
We have to transform the people of Asia if we are
to transform Asia. We have to make our working
force more productive since large sections of the
population are illiterate, disease ridden, ignorant
and of poor motivation.

10. What is needed now is a gigantic effort to
transform the peoples of Asia so that they can ef-
fectively contribute to the development of their
countries. This is an educational effort oVLIn-
mense dimensions which can be tackled only by a
new technology in education and the employment of
all available resources.

11. It is, however, felt that generally in most
of the developing countries of Asia, the planning
authorities responsible for social development
schemes do not sufficiently seethe enormous poten-
tialities of both radio and television to aid economic,
social and educational development. Insufficient
priority is given to broadcasting in any national
plan. There is also inadequate provision made
for suitable machinery to co-ordinate the needs of

broadcasting with such plans and to make it more
effective.

12. It is recognized that the role of broadcast-
ing is only an auxiliary in social development,
though of great significance. For the success of
any social and economic development scheme, com-
munication between the planners, their agents and
the people is of the utmost importance. In this
necessary communication, broadcasting can be of
immense value. It has the ability to reach vast
numbers with a powerful impact; it can give access
to regions which are otherwise difficult to reach;
it can help to overcome shortage of trained per-
sonnel; it can operate in conditions of urgency
whenever there is need for a change in traditional
outlooks and acceptance of new values and attitudes,
and for the acquisition of new knowledge and skills.

13. Properly utilized, broadcasting can lead
the people to the recognition of the need for change,
can arouse their interest in new ideas, and can
help to apply those ideas within the context of any
particular group.

14. It can achieve these results in all fields of
social and economic activity, in rural and agri-
cultural development, in the establishment of an
industrial society, in vocational education, women's
education, youth training, general adult education,
or informal education.

15. The use of radio and television for formal
education requires that they are integrated at all
the three levels of planning, production and recep.-
tion, with the general educational structure of the
society in which they operate. It may, however,
be necessary to restructure educational systems
to get the maximum benefit from these media - to
provide specialized instruction, to overcome short
age of teachers, to obtain access to remote areas,
to give refresher and in-service trainingtoteachers
and so on.

16. In the light of the above remarks, the meet
ing, having taken into consideration the views of
participants and specialists in the fields of broad-
casting and education invited from different parts
of the region, has arrived at the following three
principles:

17. First:
That broadcasting is basically a public trust

and responsibility placed on all those who organize,
operate and control radio and television.
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Second:
That in order to enable radio and television to

discharge this fundamental obligation in a truly ef-
fective and purposeful manner, it is imperative
that broadcasting must be recognized and support-
ed by all governmental as well as non-governmental
agencies as a vital and indispensable force in the
furtherance of the basic objectives of all Asian
nations to establish and sustain a modern,
progressive society.

Third:
That broadcasting has great potentialities to

transmit knowledge, to disseminate information
and to influence public opinion in positive and con-
structive directions; and that these potentialities
should be applied to create the social climate and
to communicate the skills required for building
this modern society.

I. BROADCASTING AND
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

18. If the social and economic development
plans of various countries in Asia are to bear
fruit it should be recognized that the broadcast
media of both radio and television have a signifi-
cant contribution to make. They should be con-
sidered part of the country's basic facilities, like
harbours, roads, electricity, for the provision of
which funds are invested not merely for immediate
and identifiable results, but which are rightly be-
lieved to promote a long-term increase in national
production. As with investment in education,
broadcasting resources should be expected to yield
results in the form of an informed, motivated and
skilled people, leading to the increased availability
of productive manpower whether in urban or rural
areas.

19. It is recommended therefore, that even at
the planning level for any project or an entire de-
velopment plan, consideration should be given by
the planners to the contribution and needs of broad-
casting so that it may play its part in the promotion
of the plan by creating the psychological and intel-
lectual conditions that are so necessary for the
training and mobilization of human resources in the
country. Otherwise for sheer lack of communica-
tion and the resultant inability to obtain the co-
operation of the people the success of the plan may
be jeopardized.

20. As far as human resources are concerned
the problem in most countries of Asia is mainly
one of rural awakening and motivation to infuse a
new confidence and energy; here experience has
already proved that radio and television are power-
ful forces of transformation. Facilities have to
be provided, with a high degree of priority, includ-
ing the provision of transmitters of sufficient powex
appropriate programmes, and an adequate number
of low-cost receivers to effectively reach the rural
people through the media of radio and television.

21. Appropriate programmes are those that will
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lead to a change in the traditional attitudes of the
rural people, make them accept the necessary
changes in attitudes, and enable them to acquire
the necessary skills that are implied in progress.
Moreover as their ability to produce is closely
linked with their conditions of health, the status of
women, the education of children and other aspects
of their social environment, a variety of program-
mes is necessary and facilities for this should be
made available.

22. Evidence of the rural radio forums organ-
ized in India and rural teleclubs organized in Japan
show that any programme that leads to discussion
in organized listening or viewing groups in rural
areas is able to instil a sense of participation
among the people leading to more fruitful results.
But to achieve this there should be an adequate
machinery for the organization of such groups, for
the training of their leaders from among the rural
people themselves, and for fruitful cross-stimula-
tion that will ensue between the broadcaster and
listener thanks to the existence of such organized
listening or viewing groups. There should also
be facilities for the follow-up of particular points
by more information and visuals in the form of
filmstrips, charts, flannelgraphs and simple read
ing materials.

23. For rural people particularly, attempts
should be made to give a comprehensive service that
will stimulate them in all aspects of their life and
appeal to them as total personalities rather than
merely addressing them e.g. as farm workers, as
illiterates, or as people with families which are
too large. As they have fewer distractions broad-
cast programmes will have particularly great ef-
fect if well presented. Broadcasts should cover
problems of youth and women's problems, weather
and market reports that affect their interests,
programmes of general educational and informative
content, programmes that teach how to utilize en-
forced seasonal leisure fruitfully, and generally
programmes that will make people more aware of
their larger national environment so that they are
helped to get out of a mood of rural isolation and
recognize themselves as participants in the greater
adventure of the whole development of the nation
and of Asia.

24. Similarly in urban areas programmes should
be planned that will appeal to urban workers as in-
dividuals who have their own chances to realize
their own potentialities by acquiring moreknowledge,
new skills and constructive attitudes. This will
lead to greater efficiency, increased productivity
and more harmonious relations with their neigh-
bouring communities, an increase of civic pride,
greater cleanliness and on the whole the creation
of a better environment for all. Vocationaltrain-
ing programmes that will augment their productiv-
ity and chances for a better life are specially
recommended.

25. Most social and economic development
plans in Asia depend a great deal on the co-operation
and readiness of their urban population to develop.



Appropriate attitudes and skills for development
can be promoted by broadcasting and through the
organization of listening clubs and community pro-
jects, leading to discussion and action as groups.

26. Any broadcast programme, whether for
urban or for rural people, should be presented
regularly over a long period, Its usefulness may
be gauged by the extent of listener participation,
whether in groups or otherwise, and in particular
by the degree to which it is accompanied by facili-
ties for feed-back between audience and broadcaster.

27. In the exercise of all these "development"
functions, broadcasting can be effective only if
listeners/viewers are not looked upon as an amor-
phous mass, but as specific groups of people, each
with its ownewoblems and anxieties, attitudes and
mental equipment, habits and potentialities; they
have to be approached as specific groups in the
manner most appropriate to each of them. It is
therefore recommended that in a large country it
is necessary to have many low-powered stations
particularly in rural areas which can reach the
people in their own appropriate ways and adapt pro-
gramming to local conditions.

28. In the exercise of its multifarious functions
in regard to development, a broadcasting organiza-
tion cannot and should not act in isolation if it wants
to be effective. In the formation of listening clubs
co-operation has to be sought from community
centres and similar organizations. Rural pro-
grammes can be produced only in association with
agencies responsible for rural development. Pro-
grammes for urban workers need the assistance
and co-operation of unions. Adult education pro-
grammes should seek the co-operation of adult
education associations. Youth programmes need
the assistance of youth clubs. Group discussion
can be followed in association with newspapers.
There should be a total mobilization of all the re-
sources of a country including the media of com-
munication for development to be speedy and
fruitful.

II. BROADCASTING AND EDUCATION

29. The use of radio and television as a resource
of education requires that they be conceived as an
integral part of educational planning and admini-
stration at every level. Such integration should
reflect itself in the national allocation of financial
resources and manpower, as well as in the day-
to-day implementation of educational plans.

30. The requisite machinery will vary from
country to country, and indeed in some cases the
two fields already come under one ministry. Where
this is not the case, arrangements should be such
as to permit an active and continuous collaboration.

31. Inter-ministerial committees where they do
not exist should be established for the implementa-
tion of co-ordinated programmes.

32. Within the structure of the Departments of
Education, Agriculture, Health and others, broad-

casting liaison units should be established in order
to facilitate administration and supervision as well
as detailed planning and execution of programme
activities.

33. Advisory groups should be established at
national, regional and sub-regional level as ap-
propriate, consisting of representatives of broad-
casting, education, development agencies and other
relevant interests.

34. When an educational service is started in
any country on radio or television, provision for
the purchase of receivers should be included in the
plan cost.

35. The financial provision for recurrent ex-
penditure in connexion with educational broadcasting
should be adequate not only for the actual broad-
casting services but also for the supporting ser-
vices which are necessary for an effective educational
programme, the maintenance of receivers, the
printing and distribution of teachers notes, follow-
up material, listener research, etc.

FORMAL EDUCATION

36. Considering the immense potential of radio
and television in contributing to the solution of the
present problems of qualitative improvement and
quantitative expansion based on the educational
systems in Asia, it is recommended that broad-
casting be recognized in national education policies
as a teaching resource of great value in the areas
of pre-service and in-service education of teachers
and supervisors, in school instruction, including
vocational and technical education, and in higher
education.

37. In the use of these media it is to be borne
in mind that they are essential aids to extend the
range and effectiveness of the teaching and learning
process. The role of the teacher remains vital
and will continue to be of central importance in pre-
paring pupils for and following up the programmes
in the classrooms and adapting them to the pupils'
individual needs and aptitudes. But the rale of
broadcasting and the teacher may change depending
on the quantity and qualifications of teachers who
are available under varying conditions.

Teacher training

38. It is recommended that:
(1) National authorities make provision for

radio and television as a means of pre-service and
in-service training in the courses offered byteacher-
training institutions and to this end:
(a) Equip such institutions and their attached demon- 0

stration schools adequately with closed circuit
television which permit observation of classroom
teaching, criticism of recorded lessons and more
effective demonstration lessons, and with facilities
for the utilization of school radio and television
programmes.
(b) Utilize fully throughout the year the opportuni-
ties offered by radio and television, preferably
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linked closely with correspondence courses and
programmed instruction, for the in-service train-
ing of teachers at their place of residence or work.
Such training should be geared to the level of pro-
fessional training already received by the teacher.
Special attention should be given to the needs of
untrained or inadequately trained teachers.
(c) Assure that teachers have adequate means of
reception.
(d) In view of the heavy additional load involved in
adequately preparing for and utilizing teacher-
training broadcasts, provide for appropriate incen-
tives for teachers following such programmes.
(e) Utilize broadcasting media for the guidance of
teachers by supervisors, and the discussions by
teachers on the air or in a gathering of formal or
informal kind, of issues of concern to the perform-
ance of their work.

(2) Teacher-training institutions give courses
in utilization techniques for radio and television
and to this end:
(a) Provide as an essential part of the theoretical
and practical programme of teacher education
courses in teacher-training institutions on the role
of broadcasting in education and the methods and
techniques of utilization. This involves, as a
prerequisite, the training of teacher educators in
broadcasting techniques including programming,
utilization and audience research.
(b) Provide opportunities for teachers to gain ex-
perience in utilization and to include tests on their
ability to do so in final examinations.
(c) Provide manuals on the utilization of radio and
television for use in teacher-training institutions.
(d) Provide teachers in service with manuals and
instruction sheets for individual broadcasts in or-
der to assist them in the preparation and follow-up
of individual programmes.

(3) Carefully evaluated pilot projects be carried
out in Asian countries for the use of radio and
television for in-service training of teachers under
typical conditions of poor ground communications,
insufficient qualifications of teaching staff and the
need to introduce new content and methods into the
curriculum; and that Unesco be called upon to co-
operate in such projects to assure their assess-
ment and wide dissemination of the results.

School instruction

39. With a view to realizing the full potentiality
of the media as educational tools, as well as help-
ing teachers with inadequate qualification or who
are handicapped by lack of up-to-date educational
materials, educational broadcasts, both of the
direct instructional and the enrichment type, should
be conceived as an integral and essential part of
the school time-table and be regularly and system-
atically produced and offered to this end.

40. Broadcast lessons should be closely inte-
grated with the curriculum so as to be of direct
instructional value in classrooms, repeat lessons
being given as often as may be necessary. In
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recommending this course, it is stressed that due
account must be taken of varying national and local
situations, as well as of the freedom, for example,
of a given headmaster, based on his intimate know-
ledge of his staff, pupils and educational facilities,
to modify the use to be made of such programmes.

41. The role of broadcasting, particularly
television, is of special importance in the teaching
of the sciences and modern languages in the con-
text of the remarkable recent developments in the
teaching and learning of these subjects and the
strategic place they have in the qualitative improve-
ment of education in Asia. It is recommended
that national education and broadcasting organiza-
tions devote resources to research and experi-
mentatation into the application of broadcasting
allied to the new approach in the teaching of these
key subjects. It is recommended further that the
countries in the region exchange information about
the results of such programmes.

42. Those in charge of the production of educa-
tional programmes should also prepare and make
available to schools, accompanying literature,
supplementary materials, teachers manuals and
guides for the effective use of instructionalbroad-
cast lessons.

43. Procedures for the evaluation of pupil
progress and achievement should be appropriately
reformed to take account of particular contributions
of the new media to the learning process.

44. In view of the foreseeable greatly increased
uses of the new media in education, it is strongly
recommended that school-building designers and
architects make due provision for their special
needs with particular reference not only to physical
details, such as seating arrangements, electricity
ducts and outlets, darkening devices, sound instal-
lations and flexible partitions but also to the overall
requirements of the changed teaching/learning
situation that may be expected as a consequence of
the introduction of these techniques.

45. In view of the urgent need inAsian countries
for expanding and improving vocational and tech-
nical education, including agricultural education,
and the existing inadequacies of instructional
materials and staff, it is recommended that special
attention be given to using the resources of broad-
casting, particularly television in combination
with correspondence teaching, organized group
reception and local supervision in vocational and
technical education. Educational institutions should
be considerably strengthened in terms of equipment
and staff to make maximum use of these new tech-
niques for theoretical and practical work in voca-
tional and technical education.

Vocational guidance

46. Considering the growing need for vocational
orientation, particularly at the second and third
levels, it is recommended that radio and television
should carry special programmes developed in
collaboration with educational counselling specialists
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and labour ministries for career information and
vocational guidance.

Higher education

47. There is a rapidly increasing demand for
higher education in Asian countries and consequent
pressure on the relatively limited facilities avail-
able, together with the need to widen access to
higher education for young people who have the
ability to profit by it but do not have the means or
opportunities to attend regular institutions. It is
therefore recommended that university-type in-
structional broadcasts be established. With this
object in view, carefully designed pilot projects
should be started by educational authorities, in
collaboration with broadcasting organizations, for
instruction through mass media, in combination
with other new techniques of teaching such as pro-
grammed instruction and correspondence courses.
The results of the pilot projects should be care-
fully assessed to form the basis for further expan-
sion of this alternative way to higher education.

48. To ensure continuous improvement and
refinement in the use of mass media for education-
al purposes, it is recommended that a systematic
programme of research, including action research,
in all aspects of the application of mass media to
education should be undertaken by universities,
education ministries and broadcasting organizations.
The programme of research should cover areas
such as development of suitable tests, assessment
of the relative efficacy of different techniques of
programming and teaching through mass media,
cost factors, problems of the integration of the
curriculum in the broadcasting techniques and its
adaptation to the varying levels of audience ability
and aptitude.

OUT-OF-SCHOOL EDUCATION

49. With the tremendous advances Ir. human
knowledge and the rapidly changing conditions of
modern life, it has become important for every
person in society to constantly strive to keep pace
with these advances in knowledge and to pursue a
life-long education. This is especially true of
the large number of underprivileged people in Asia.
They have to learn much more and much faster if
they are to reach a dignified place for themselves
in modern society.

50. For this continuous process of life-long
education, radio and television are valuable tools
in the hands of educators and development planners.
Radio is the only channel available to communicate
with people scattered in far-flung communities
with their large illiterate populations, who should
not be made to feel isolated from the general life
of society. The underprivileged should be made
to feel that they too belong to a changing progres-
sive community. To aid in the advancement of
this objective, certain recommendations are made.

Literacy

51. Illiteracy is a scourge in most Asian coun-
tries and its eradication is a necessary condition
for national progress. Although radio may not be
the direct means for the teaching of literacy, there
are important advantages to be achieved by radio
in this field. It should be extensively used to mo-
bilize public opinion so that it may show energy in
eradicating illiteracy; to attract voluntary workers
for the field, and to motivate individual and group
learning.

52. Television, however, has endless possibili-
ties even in the direct teaching of literacy. These
should be fully utilized wherever possible. The
literacy problem may also best be approached by
starting with functional literacy wile- a the content
of the lessons are related to the immediate needs
of the audience in their working environment and
the needs for the development of that environment.

53. To be effective, the radio or television
lessons should be reinforced with suitable printed
reading material and with skilful use of group
listening or viewing techniques.

Adult education

54. For imparting knowledge as distinct from
skills, radio and television are convenient and
powerful tools. They should be used to enable the
farmer or industrial worker to cope better with
their work. Carefully devised and presented pro-
grammes on history, geography andthe humanities
can increase their awareness, and impart an inter-
est to their life. Civic education programmes
can increase an understanding of the political,
government institutions surrounding them and make
them recognize their own role in shaping and in-
fluencing them so that they derive due benefit from
them and acquire a new confidence in themselves.
Popular programmes on science and current af-
fairs with news reports and documentaries can
arouse intellectual curiosity which is necessary
before new ideas are absorbed. In multi-racial
or multilingual societies radio and television can
make positive contributions in developing a feeling
of unity and a common aspiration leading to a
more coherent and integrated society.

55. General radio and television programmes
like classical music, drama and other spoken-
word broadcasting have a potential educational
significance and, as such, care should be exer-
cised to see that the cultural values of the nations
are not jeopardized by cheapness or vulgarization.
Even popular entertainment programmes should
be purposeful leading to enrichment and stimulation
of the personality rather than serving as mere
escape or sedative.

Education of women

56. As rural women have an important place
in rural society and its economy, programmes on



health, hygiene, family planning, child welfare
etc., should be specially devised for their benefit.
Broadcasting, which is the only medium of com-
munication to reach the intimacy of the home in
urban areas, can also play a significant part in
making women take their full share in community
and national activity, as well as making them better
fitted to fill their roles of motherhood and home-
makers.

57 . Radio and television programmes for women
should aim at three principal objectives:
(a) To improve their home-life and increase their

happiness and that of their families.
(b) To provide them with ample opportunities to

acquire knowledge and information about local,
national and international events and take their
due place in community life.

(c) To serve as a vehicle of entertainment and thus
relieve the monotony and tedium of their com-
paratively secluded life.

58. While listening and viewing in the privacy
of their homes has its own importance for women,
group listening provides an additional and worth-
while source of effective utilization of programmes.
Broadcasts directed to groups of listeners and
viewers often lead to a useful sharing of experiences
and views which, in turn, lead to construction action
in various directions.

59. It is important to give women a sense of
participation in what they hear and view. This can
be done by givingthem opportunities to take an
actual part in programmes as contributors of
scripts or as participants.

1:slogrammes for youth

60. Rural youth must be mobilized not only for
increased agricultural production but their energies
must be channelled into other productive activities
like adult literacy, social education and community
welfare. Out-of-school programmes have a
special significance for this segment as most of
them would have discontinued formal schooling.
Vocational guidance for them would be invaluable.

61. In every city there are large numbers of
young people who are at that stage in life when,
not having yet assumed a definite place in society,
they remain unorganized and undirected with no
useful avenue of expression for their energies.
Moreover, the bulk of urban labour in our cities,
both skilled and unskilled, has migrated from the
villages. They have problems of adjustment in a
new, often bewildering, environment. They have
had little or no formal education and in the process
of adjusting their traditional concepts and values
to the needs of urban life, they need help. The
planning of a broadcast service to these people has
to be correlated with other welfare activities, and with
vocational education programmes like the workers
education scheme and youth welfare work in many
countries. Here again, group listening and view-
ing could be profitably utilized for motivation and
action, Television, where available, should also
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be used for improving the skills of such people.
62. In the preparation of such programmes the

producer has to remember the necessity for "edu-
cation" not to sit heavy on his audience. Most of
the people who fall in this out-of-school group lead
hard lives and belong to the dispirited sections of
Asian peoples. To attract them and then stimulate
them by programmes is a difficult enough task need-
ing professional skill of a high order and patience on
the part of broadcasters before they can hope to
have a positive educational impact. Entertainment
is a vital need of the audience and should be an inte-
gral part of any educational effort. In out-of-school
education, drama and music can be among the most
effective tools of popular enlightenment.

III. STATUS AND ORGANIZATION
OF BROADCASTING

63. As broadcasting is an essential public
service, whatever the form of ownership, manage-
ment and control, it should be operated in the
highest interests of society and for the benefit of
the people. While serving as a medium of informa-
tion and also of entertainment, its essential role
in national development and public and social edu-
cation should be recognized and fully utilized.
Privately owned commercial stations as well as
public systems should be operated within national
programme policies and devote part of their air
time at appropriate periods, without charge, for
public service or educational programmes.

64. In view of the public nature of broadcasting
its profound social impact and the limited number
of available frequencies, its regulation in the pub-
lic interest is both justified and necessary. The
nature of the regulation will vary according to the
governmental system of the State and the type of
broadcasting system, but its objectives should be:

To arrange the orderly assignment of frequen-
cies to avoid technical interference.
To ensure that the number of stations permit-
ted to operate is sufficient to meet the public
needs, but not so numerous that adequate
standards cannot be maintained by all.

(c) To lay down minimum technical standards for
all broadcast transmissions.

(d) To enunciate and enforce broadcasting pro-
gramme standards, covering such questions
as good taste and decency, regard for the
special needs of children, the preservation
and promotion of national culture and artistic
traditions, respect for social and religious
institutions, for different racial groups, and
for the ideals of peace and international under-
standing,
To determine standards, where appropriate,
for the presentation and placement of adver-
tising matter, including the maximum com-
merical content of programmes, the length of
commercials, the number of consecutive
commercials, etc.

(a)

(b)

(e)



Economic considerations

65. While recognizing that educational radio
and television services will be developed according
to a phased programme, it is recommended that
they be expanded as quickly as possible to ensure
their economical use and that maximum advantage
is taken of mass media potential.

66. When educational broadcasting systems ere
being established, basic planning should include
the extension of the service to the rural areas
where the needs are greatest and facilities the
poorest. The provision of receivers for group
viewing should be included in the initial planned
costs of an educational service.

Transmission facilities

67. Considering the great contribution that
radio and television can make to national develop-
ment, it is urged that technical facilities be
provided for nation-wide broadcast coverage in
conjunction with other telecommunication services.

68. In view of the fact that a full broadcast
coverage in most countries requires a number of
transmitters and a national network for relaying
programmes from central studios, it is re-
commended that governments ensure good co-
ordination between the broadcasting service and
the telecommunication service, so that while the
latter is building the national telecommunication
network, all the present and future needs of broad-
casting be taken into account and incorporated in
the national plan. In this connexion, all those
governments which have no national network are
urged to seek the assistance of the ITU in survey-
ing and preparing suitable plans for a national
telecommunication network, bearing in mind the
importance of this for the establishment of broad-
casting services for education and development.

69. As the problem of finding a sufficient num-
ber of frequencies in the high frequency bands
(5950 kcs to 26100 kcs) is very difficult to solve
through regional co-ordination, it is suggested
that the governments of countries in the region
consider making a greater use of Fli/1 sound broad-
casting.

70 . The development of satellite communication
is considered very important for global commun-
ication and in the not too distant future Asia should
be ready to share in its advantages, particularly
for educational and development purposes. The
utilization of "distribution satellites" for the
national relay of radio and television services in
some of the larger countries of Asia should be in-
vestigated as this may make it possible to intro-
duce a nation-wide coverage on an economical basis.
Full support is given to the plans of Unesco to
sponsor a practical feasibility study concerning
the use of space communication, to meet the needs
of developing countries, especially in the fields
of education.

Planning and production of programmes

71. Particularly in developing countries, the
opportunities for using the broadcast media pur-
posefully for education and development should be
borne in mind in all fields of programming. In-
formation programmes may have a profound in-
fluence on attitudes and understanding of national
problems, and help mobilize public opinion and
co-operation in the tasks of community and national
development. Entertainment programmes should,
to the maximum extent, conform with national
cultural traditions, and be used as a vehicle for
conveying ideas and information relevant to the
needs and aspirations of the people .

Co-operation with development agencies

72. As broadcasting serves the interests of
many government departments and agencies in
such fields as education, community development,
health and agriculture, the responsibility for
providing educational and development programmes
and of ensuring adequate reception facilities should
be shared between the broadcasting organization
and the various departments and agencies. The
exact manner of sharing administrative and fin-
ancial responsibilities will depend upon the nature
of the broadcasting organization and its relation
to government of individual countries. If broad-
casting is a government activity, the government
should be urged to take note of this multilateral
function of broadcasting and make separate pro-
vision for such educational and development pro-
grammes. If broadcasting is not part ofgovernmental
activity, some arrangement should be entered intc
by government with the broadcasting organization
to ensure that programmes for education and
development are produced and transmitted.

IV. THE AUDIENCE

Reception

73. (a) Radio and television receivers, both
for individual and community use, should be re-
garded as essential and not luxury items, and as
indispensable to the development and full utiliza-
tion of broadcasting. Encouragement should be
given for local production or assembly, and tariff
barriers should be removed to enable importation
without duty of component parts or raw materials,
or in the absence of local manufacture, of an
adequate number of sets for sale at the lowest
possible prices.

(b) It is recommended that Unesco ex-
plore the possibility of drafting an international
agreement for the importation without tax or duty
of radio and television receivers or components
for receivers used for educational purposes.

(c) As the production of receivers at low
cost necessitates large scale output , co-operation
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between countries in the region is desirable, and
it is strongly recommended that governments seek
the assistance of ECAFE to explore the possibili-
ties of establishing assembly plants, in terms of
the recommendations of the joint Unesco/ECAFE/
ITU survey mission to Asia for the production and
marketing of low cost receivers.

(d) Attention must be given to providingtech-
nical services for the repair and maintenance of
receivers, both group and individual, particularly
in rural areas.

Group reception in schools and
out of school

74. Close and continuing contact is essential
between broadcasting organizations and their au-
diences, to ensure effective programming and
maximum utilization of educational broadcasts.
Intensive organization and constant supervision of
viewing groups and the training of group leaders
should be given the same attention as the production
of programmes.

75. The provision in advance of schedules and
guides and explanatory notes is an integral part of
the whole system of educational broadcasts; they
should be produced and distributed systematically
by the responsible authorities to permit teachers
and group leaders to prepare for and follow up pro-
grammes.

76. A routine procedure should be established
for the regular reporting back to the broadcasting
station by group leaders, teachers and others of
listener reactions, comments and questions, for
answer in subsequent programmes and general
guidance in programme planning.

Audience research

77. As the effectiveness of broadcasting depends
on the understanding and response of the audience,
it is essential that research be undertaken into the
number and characteristics of their listeners or
viewers, their listening habits and circumstances,
their programme interests and preferences, their
comprehension of broadcast information and their
attitudes and reactions. Such research should be
carried out by broadcasting organizations them-
selves, wherever possible, to guide them in pro-
gramme planning, time and production, but it may
also be commissioned or undertaken independently
through academic institutions or survey agencies.

78. The audience research should be on a regu-
lar or periodic basis to ensure a continuing flow of
information to the broadcasting organization which
should analyse it and disseminate the findings to
staff and all others concerned with the production of
programmes and the utilization of the media.

79. Audience reaction may be assessed by simple
methods such as listener panels or direct question-
ing, but to be fully authentic and reliable, should be
designed and carried out ill accordance with scien-
tific research techniques and methodology. Because
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of the characteristics of most audiences, it is
recommended that questions be unstructured in order
to elicit valid responses, The pre-testing of broad-
cast messages to be used in campaigns for agri-
cultural improvement or other development
objectives should be undertaken whenever possible
to ensure effectiveness and avoid misunderstanding.

Evaluation of projects

80. School broadcasts, adult education program-
mes, agricultural transmissions, farm forums, as
well as other projects and campaigns involving
broadcasting should be systematically evaluated to
determine their effectiveness, and the findings
should be used to overcome weaknesses, exploit
strengths and improve standards of performance.

V. TRAINING

National training

81. A key to the effective use of broadcasting
for education and development is the training of
station staff at all levels and of those who will uti-
lize the programmes. The urgent needs of all
countries in the region for intensive training is
recognized, and it is recommended that training
policies and programmes should include the follow-
ing:
(a) General training of professional broadcasting

staff in all departments production, technical,
news, administration.
For some personnel with executive potential
a broad based training at university level, in
the social sciences and in mass communication
and related subjects.

(c) Spec-lal training for broadcasters in the produc-
tion of programmes for education and develop-
ment.

(d) Training of selected educators, extension of-
ficers and other specialists in the organization
and production of programmes.

(e) Training of all personnel involved in programme
production, in the process of effective com-
munication, the psychology of broadcasting and
the sociological background of their audiences.

82. It is recommended that basic training should
be carried out at the national level, within a special
training institute or be organized systematically on
an in-service basis. Every broadcasting organi-
zation should appoint an officer specifically res-
ponsible for staff training. Fellowships for study
abroad in methods of training should be sought for
such personnel. Staff should be recruited above
the minimum quantity required for operations, to
permit the release of personnel for training on a
rotational basis.

83. Expert assistance should be requested, when
appropriate from Unesco or other sources to con-
duct short-term courses at the national level, or to train
counterparts for continuing training responsibilities .

(b)



84. It is recognized, nevertheless, that training
on the national level is inadequate in most countries
of the region, particularly as far as advanced quali-
fications are concerned. Training in developed
countries for senior staff broadens outlook and en-
larges experience, and fellowships for this purpose
should be provided.

85. The meeting feels, however, that there is
also need for advanced training facilities withinthe
region, and therefore adopted the following recom-
mendations.

Regional training

86. Considering the urgent needs of the region
and the great difficulties of providing at the national
level adequate training in broadcasting for all
categories and grades of personnel, the meeting
recommends that serious consideration be given to
the establishment of a regional institute for ad-
vanced training, firmly based on a training institu-
tion which first of all meets the national needs of
an Asian country.

87. The institute would conduct courses and
seminars, at an advanced level, in both technical
and programme aspects of radio and television,
particularly as they are related to broadcasting's
contribution to education and economic development
in Asia. Training would include instruction and
practice in programme planning, script-writing
and production, the making and editing of films for
television, and the effective utilization of broad-
casting for development. The institute would cater
for both the staff of broadcasting organizations and
educators and specialists concerned with program-
me production. Technical training would be of an
advanced character for staff with professional
qualifications, or in the case of television at senior
technician level. Particular attention would be
paid to the training of key personnel in all fields,
who may themselves undertake training responsi-
bilities in their own countries.

88. AsT.ociated with the institute should be a
pilot project and other field activities, whichwould
involve trainees in the practical application of
broadcasting to development tasks, and at the same
time serve the region by producing films and pro-
grammes, and undertaking experimentation and
research in its qualitative as well as its quantitative
aspects. One of the functions of the institute would
be to provide a documentation service and to pub-
lish manuals and reports, and to act as a clearing-
house for research information in the region. It
should also envisage sending experts to countries
in the region to help withnationaltraining problems

89. The staff of the institute should be inter-
national in character, comprising the best qualified
people available in Asia or, if necessary, recruited
from outside Asia.

00. In order, to ensure the viability of the in-
stitute, it was considered essential that it should
have a national training institution as its nucleus,
and that it should be located in a country, which

would make a material contribution towards the
costs of its establishment and continuing operation.
In this connexion, the meeting noted with great
appreciation the generous offers from the Govern-
ments of Iran and Malaysia to be the host country
for a regional training institute for broadcasting.

91. The meeting recommended that a study
should be made of the training needs of the region
in relation to existing or planned training facilities,
and the feasibility of establishing and financing a
regional institute, bearing in mind the contribution
offered by the host country, the possibilities of
firm commitments for financial support from the
governments of participating countries in the re-
gion, and of assistance from international or
bilateral sources or some other aid-granting agency.

92. Noting the views of the Asian Broadcasting
Union and the possibility of other initiatives in the
region, the meeting proposed the appointment by
Unesco with the co-operation of the ITU of a survey
team consisting of specialists in broadcasting, en-
gineering and programme production with particu-
lar experience in the training of personnel, to make
a detailed study of the problem, including:
(a) Training needs for various categories of

personnel.
(b) Existing national training facilities.
(c) Methods and level of recruitment and the

qualifications of broadcasting personnel.
(d) Future trends and needs, particularly in view

of the development of television.
Action required to provide adequate training at
both national and regional levels.
The value, function, financial feasibility and
location of a regional centre of the type pro-
posed and the contribution it could make to the
development of broadcasting in Asia and its
more effective use for education and social and
economic advancement.

93. Notwithstanding these long-term studies
concerning training facilities within the region, Vie
meeting requests Unesco and other competent or-
ganizations to hold training courses in the produc-
tion and utilization of radio and television
programmes which serve specific educational
purposes, and to invite to such courses, broadcasters,
educators and specialists of development agencies
from the countries of the region.

(e)

(f)

Training in the utilization
of broadcasts

94. Teachers and monitors require training in
utilization of broadcasts in the classroom, and
adult education leaders in methods of conducting
listening groups and stimulating discussion and ac-
tion. In the case of teachers this might be given
initially as part of formal training at the teachers'
college. Institutes conducting training courses for
social workers might also undertake training of
monitors, group leaders, etc.

95. Short courses on utilization should include
some studio experience to provide familiarity with
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production techniques and a sense of participation
in the programmes.

96. It was recommended that a written guide or
manual be prepared for use by utilizers of educa-
tional programmes.

VI. INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION

Programme exchange

97. In order to promote greater mutual know-
ledge and appreciation among the countries of Asia,
thus assisting them in their national efforts and
fostering a spirit of international understanding and
co-operation, the meeting recommends:
(a) That countries exchange radio and television

programmes on development projects and edu-
cational achievements in order to enhance
public awareness and morale, and to stimulate
efforts at emulating the accomplishments of
other countries in the region;
That countries co-operate in the production of
documentary reports on development projects
in the region, through the United Nations and
its agencies or directly among each other;

(c) That broadcasting organizations attach import-
ance to facilitating programme exchange,
establishing wherever possible a transcription
service and an exchange unit responsible for
the acquisition and supply of programmes;

(d) That greater efforts be made to establish
multilateral arrangements through the Asian
Broadcasting Union and other appropriate
bodies, but that at the same time bilateral con-
tacts be fully explored for the exchange of
programmes which are well adapted to national
programming;

(e) That producers of programmes b3 exchanged
among organizations responsible for the pro-
duction of programmes, and that visiting pro-
ducers from other Asian countries be given all
required production facilities in order to
stimulate the presentation of programmes in
which Asian countries report on each other's
life and achievements.

(b)

Documentation

98. Stressing the importance of an exchange of
ideas and experiences among those engaged in the
application of radio and television to education and
development, the meeting recommends:

That printed information on national experiences
be made available to professional broadcasting
and educational publications of international
circulation, and that such publications enlarge
the coverage they give to programming in the
fields of education and development;
That countries exchange the literature accom-
panying educational programmes as well as
guidelines for the utilization of such program-
mes;

(a)

(b)
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(c) That Unesco, as well as other internr.cior al or
regional organizations, disseminate as widely
as possible reports and documentation on the
utilization and significance of broadcasting in
the educational and development process.

(d) That existing or new documentation services
and centres supply information for use in edu-
cational programmes, not only in written but
also in visual forms. Unesco was requested
to transmit to those concerned detailed sug-
gestions in this respect which were made at
the meeting.

International contact with
audience groups

99. It is recommended that receiving groups be
encouraged to establish contact across national
borders through the exchange of gifts and reports,
and that support through Unesco Gift Coupons be
requested for projects of outstanding significance,
appeal and urgency.

Placement of the topic of broadcasting
on the agenda of meetings and training
courses; Co-operation of Unesco
centres

100. Recognizing that the subject of educational
broadcasting is not only of concern to those directly
responsible for it, the meeting urges that the con-
tribution of radio and television to education, as
well as to social and economic development, be
placed on the agenda of national and international
meetings and included in training courses concern-
ed with overall national and educational planning,
the promotion of various aspects of education, as
well as with agriculture, industrialization, health
and other aspects of social and economic develop-
ment. The co-operation of the various Unesco
centres serving education in Asia is also requested
in the implementation of the recommendations of
the meeting.

Programmes about the United
Nations and Unesco

101. Recognizing the role of the United Nations
and its Specialized Agencies in the pursuit of the
goals of this meeting, and the importance of creat-
ing understanding and support for their work,
particularly among young people, the meeting calls
upon broadcasting and educational organizations to
devote special programmes to the Twentieth an-
niversary of Unesco during the winter 1966-1967,
and to include regularly in their school broadcasts
programmes about the United Nations.

Assistance from Unesco

102. Recognizing the importance of basing the
application of broadcasting to education and develop-
ment on sound planning and proper training of stag



the meeting recommends to Information Ministries,
broadcasting organizations and educational broad-
casting administrations that they request from
Unesco, through the appropriate channels of their
government, among other assistance:

Short-term advisory or survey missions on the
development of broadcasting and its use for
purposes of education and development;
Long-term expert missions in these fields;
Fellowships for advanced study and training in
other countries.
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AFGHANISTAN/AFGANISTAN

Mr. Aziz Hamid
Director of Educational Programmes
Royal Afghan Ministry of Education
Kabul

CEYLON/CEYLAN

Mr. K.H.J. Wijayadasa
Director, National Service
Radio Ceylon
P.O. Box 574
Colombo

CHINA/CHINE

Mr. Chia-chun Liu
Director
National Education Television
41, Nan Hai Road
Taipei
Taiwan

Mr. Nai-han Soong
Director
National Educational Ra
41, Nan Hai Road
Taipei
Taiwan

INDIA/INDE

Mr. K.S. Mullick
Deputy Director
All India Radio
Parliament Str
New Delhi

Mr. B.S. D
Deputy Secr
All India R
Parliame
New Del
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Mr. II ariborz Amir Ebrahimi
Deputy Director-General
National Radio and Television
Ministry of Information
Teheran
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ICIPANTS
RTICIPANTS

Mr. Rouhollah Tarverdi
Deputy Director-General
National Radio and Television
Ministry of Information
Teheran

ISRAEL

Mr. Hanoch Givton
Director-General
Israel Broadcasting Authority
Queen Heleni Street
Jerusalem
Dr. Pinhas Blumenthal
Education Director
Instruction Television Trust
14, Klausner Street
Ramat Aviv
Tel-Aviv

JAPAN/JAPON

Mr. Akira Toyoda
Deputy Director
Education Department
Japan Broadcasting Corporation
Uchisaiwai-cho, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo

Mr. Itsuo Saito
Specialist
Audio-visual Education Division
Social Education Bureau
Ministry of Education
Kasumigaseki 3-4, Chiyoda-ku
Tokyo

KOREA/COREE

Mr. Nam Suk Hahn
Director
Pusan Broadcasting Station, KBS. HLKB
Pusan
Mr. Chung Pal Noh
Member of the KBS Radio and Television

Management Committee
Director of Daegu Broadca-Aing Station, KBS
Daegu
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LAOS

Mr. Bounthamaly
Directeur
Radiodiffusion Nationale
Vietiane

MALAYSIA/MALAISIE

Mr. Paul Chang
Chairman of the Central Committee on

School Broadcasting
Ministry of Education
Kuala Lumpur
Mr. Mokhtar Daud
Head of Schools Broadcasts
Radio Malaysia
Kuala Lumpur

NEPAL

Mr. Daman R. Tuladhar
Under-Secretary
Ministry of Publicity and Broadcasting
Kathmandu

PAKISTAN

Mr. Masud Qureshi
Director
Educational Broadcasting
Ferozsons Building
Rawalpindi

Mr. A.F . Kalimullah
Regional Director
Television
Dacca

PHILIPPINES

Mr. Orlando Benoza
Acting Chief
Radio-Television Education Section
Educational Broadcasting and Audio-Visual

Education Division
Bureau of Public Schools
Manila

Dr. Gloria D. Feliciano
Director
University of the Philippines
Institute of Mass Communication
Quezon City
Diliman

SINGAPORE/SI NGAPOUR

Mr. P.S. Raman
Head
Broadcasting Division
Ministry of Culture
P.O. Box 1902
Singapore
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Mr. Lian Fook Shin
Head
Audio-Visual Aids Unit
Teachers' Training College
Paterson Road
Singapore

THAILAND/THAILANDE

Lt. Gen. Kricha Punnakanta
Director-General
Department of Public Relations
Office of the Prime Minister
Bangkok

Dr. Khunying Ambhorn Meesook
Director
Division of Educational Information
Ministry of Education
Bangkok

Mr. Chamnong Rangsikul
Chief
Foreign Affairs Division
Department of Public Relations and
Managing Director
Thai Television Co. Ltd.
Bangkok

Mr. Prasong Hongsanandana
Deputy Director-General
Department of Public Relations
Office of the Prime Minister
Bangkok

Mr. Sa-Ngiem Powtongsook
Director
Radio Engineering Division
Post and Telegraph Department
Ministry of Communication
Bangkok

Dr. Witt Siwa sariyanon
Deputy Director-General
(Foreign Affairs)
Department of Public Relations
Office of the Prime Minister
Bangkok

Mr. Nob Palakawongsa Na Ayudhya
Secretary-General
Thailand National Commission for Unesco
Ministry of Education
Bangkok

Col. Chalerm Sudhirak
Deputy Chief Signal Officer
Signal Department, RTA
Ministry of Defence in charge of HSA TV
Baholyothin Road
Bangkok



Mr. Kuson Suchanya
Education Adviser
Division of Education
Bangkok Municipality
Dinsor Road
Bangkok

Miss Napa Bhongbhibhat
Education Supervisor
Division of Educational Information
Ministry of Education
Bangkok

Mrs. M.R. Saisingh Siributr
Producer
Educational Broadcasting Station of Thailand
Division of Educational Information
Ministry of Education
Bangkok

USSR/URSS

Mr. Valentin F. Dvinin
Director of Programmes
Central Radio of the USSR
Moscow

Mr. Vladimir S. Azaroushkin
(Observer/observateur/observador)
Second Secretary
USSR Embassy
Bangkok, Thailand

VIET -NAM

Mr. Nguyen Tan-Gia
Directeur des programmes
Section television
Ministere de l'education
70, le Thanh Ton
Saigon

Mr. Nguyen-Han
Radio Station of BanmethuOt
Ministry of Information and "Open Arms"
79, Phan Dinh Phung St.
Saigon

SPECIALISTS/SPECIALISTES

Mr. Chaudhry Nazir Ahmad
Deputy Education Adviser
West Pakistan Education Department
Lahore
West Pakistan
Dr. Mohammed Akram
Vice-Minister of Education
Royal Ministry of Education
Kabul
Afghanistan

Professor K. Hatano
Ochanomizu Women's University
Otsuka, 1-chome 3-1
Bunkyo-ku
Tokyo
Japan

Mr. P.V. Krishnamoorthy
Joint Director
Farm and Home Broadcasts
All India Radio
Parliament Street
New Delhi
India
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Mr. E. Lloyd Sommer lad
Federal Director
Federation of Australian Commercial

Broadcasters
47, York Street
Sydney
Australia
Mr. Seishi Ogawa
Executive Director
Christian Audio-Visual Centre
859, 3-chome Kamikitazawa
Setagaya-ku
Tokyo

Mr. Khamphao Phonekeo
Director of Primary and Adult Education
Ministry of Education
Vientiane
Laos
Mr. Homayoun Sanatizadeh
Director
Franklin Institute
2, Alvorz Avenue
Shah-Reza Avenue
Teheran
Iran

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS/ORGANISATIONS INTERNATIONALES

UNITED NATIONS/NATIONS UNIES

Mr. Jean DIArcy
Director
Radio and Visual Services Division
Office of Public Information
New York

Mr. William Tanzer
Chief
Information Service
ECAFE
Bangkok
Thailand
Mr. Y. Omachi
Telecommunication Expert
ECAFE/ITU Expert
Sala Santitham
Bangkok
Thailand
Miss Frances Yasas
Social Affairs Officer
ECAFE
Sala Santitham
Bangkok
Thailand

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS UNION
(ITU)/UNION INTERNATIONALE DES TELE-
COMMUNICATIONS
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Mr. K.V. Pai
Technical Co-operation Expert
c/o ECAFE
Sala Santitham
Bangkok
Thailand

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
(UNDP)/PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES POUR
LE DEVELOPPEMENT

Mr. D.R. Bergstrom
Regional Representative, a .i.
United Nations Development Programme
P.O. Box 618
Bangkok
Thailand

WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION (WHO)/ORGAN-
ISATION MONDIALE DE LA SANTE

Dr. J.J. Alcocer
Representative of WHO for Thailand
Bangkok
Thailand

UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN'S FUND (UNICEF)/
FONDS DES NATIONS UNIES POUR L'ENFANCE

Mr. Brian Jones
Director
Unicef Regional Office
Bangkok
Thailand
Mrs. Mollico Vajrothon
Press Information Officer
Unicef Regional Office
Bangkok
Thailand



OBSERVERS FR
OBSERVATEURS

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY/REPUBLI
FEDERALE D 'ALLEMAGNE

Mr. Helmuth Druck
Westdeutscher Rundfunk
Wallrafplatz 5
Cologne

Mr. Klaus Doberschfitz
Bundespresseamt
Welckerstrasse 11
Bonn

FRANCE

Mr. Eric Lem
Attache de presse et d'information
Ambassade de France
Bangkok
Thailande

OM MEMBER STATES
DES ETATS MEMBRES

QUE UNITED KINGDOM/ROYAUME-UNI

Mr. L.J. Lawler
Head of Production
Centre for Educational Television Overseas

(CETO)
The Studio, Nuffield Lodge
Regent's Park
London, N.W.1

Mr. Alan Hancock
C . E .T .0 . Representative
Teacher Training College
Patterson Road
Singapore

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA/ETATS-UNIS
D'AMERIQUE

Mr. Ivan Campbell
U.S.I.S.
Bangkok
Thailand

Mr. Lawrence J. Tate
Communications Media Officer
U.S.A.I.D.
Manila
Philippines

OBSERVERS FROM INTERNATIONAL NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS/
OBSERVATEURS, ORGANISATIONS INTERNATIONALES NON GOUVERNEMENTALES

ASIAN BROADCA
ASIATIQUE DER

STING UNION (ABU)/UNION
ADIODIFFUSION

Sir Charles Moses
Secretary-General
Asian Broadcasting Union
P.O. Box 3636
Sydney
Australia

CATHOLIC INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
RADIO AND TELEVISION (UNDA)/ASSOCIATION
CATHOLIQUE INTERNATIONALE POUR LA RADIO-
DIFFUSION ET LA TELEVISION

The Rev. Hyatt, S.J.
Good Shepherd Movement
Kawaramachi, Sanjo
Kyoto
Japan

The Rev. O'Brien, S.J.
Xavier Hall
70/9 Rajavithi Road
Bangkok
Thailand
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WORLD CONFEDERATION OF ORGANIZATIONS
OF THE TEACHING PROFESSION (WCOTP)/
CONFEDERATION MONDIALE DES ORGANISATIONS
DE LA PROFESSION ENSEIGNANTE

Dr. See la Chayaniyayodhin
College of Education
Soi Prasarnmitr (off Sukhumvit Road)
Bangkok
Thailand
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SECRETARIAT

Mr. Raja Roy Singh
Director
Unesco Regional Office for Education in Asia
Sanam Sua Pa
Bangkok
Thailand

Dr. Henry R. Cassirer
Chief
Educational Use of Mass Media
Unesco
Mr. Alex B. Graham
Chief
Asia Division of the Department of Education
Unesco

Mr. Kan Akatani
Information Officer
United Nations Information Service
Economic Commission for Asia and the

Far East
Sala Santitham
Bangkok
Thailand

Mr. R. Paccard
Unesco Expert in Educational Broadcasting
Iran
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Mr. Harold A. Engel
Unesco Expert
Institute of Mass Communication
University of the Philippines
Quezon City
Philippines
Mrs. Maxine Shatton
Mass Communication Techniques Division
Unesco

Mrs. Denise Navel
Mass Communication Techniques Division
Tine sco

UNESCO REGIONAL OFFICE FOR EDUCATION IN
ASIA/BUREAU REGIONAL DE LIUNESCO POUR
LIEDIYCATION EN ASIE

Mr. S.V. Arnaldo
Deputy Director
Mr. Amar Singh
Administrative Officer
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